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I

A NEW OUTLOOK ON MENTAL

SCIENCE

IT has long heeD my desire to write a book upon

the further developmeot of Mental Science, aDd its
relationship to the World of Suggestion and

Magnetism.

Since last I put pen to paper upon this subject,
I have made Doe or two discoveries which I firmly
believe to be: the .. missiog links II which will serve

to make this grand philosophy really practical, and
at the same time make it prove acceptable to the

majority of people who uow pass it over as

unfeasible.

This statement would cause it to appear that [

have myself tried the philosophy and found it

wanting, and tbis is, in fact, true, but in a

sense only.
Many people have come to me aDd pointed out

that Mental. Science failed aft" a #ml, and [
- .- B
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myself found it (all In the !ame way, although,

owing to temperament and character, It !Iuccc;:ded

with me lODger than with many others.

It ls a fact that most of the well.known Scientists
eithe.. fail, or come very ncar it, sooner or later,

leading one to suppose that the science is Dot based

upon po"ibilities.
Now I have always been convinced that· Mental

Science i.s founded upon the bed.rock of truth, bat

1 also felt certain that there was a flaw in the

philosophy and law-.. as laid down by the various

authorities, who, in some way or another, had
evidently got the wroog pig by the tail now
and again.

After finding out that there was a weak link in

the chain, my ~at aim has been to discover

where it Wil!f, and I believe r have done so, and to

prove it is the mUtm d'1h-e of this work.

[ am seeking to show first what the weak link

consists of; secondly, to build up a complete and

!tOund theory {or working the science; and thirdly,

to give some praetical indications of how it may
best be utilised i~ our every.day life.

The subject of Mental Alchemy, or the trans·
mutation of conditions through the power of thought,

It: a very broad one, applying t,J both mind and
body.

-
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The limitations of the science are bounded only

by those of its exponent

Just as social equality can never be realized, so is
it impossible to realize equality of thought, else we
should all be born with the brains of a Carlyle, or

the silver tongue of a Shakespeare.

Therefore at the outset it is impossible for ODC

man to realize the same effects through this

philosophy as another.
Beyond these limitations Thought as a (orce, or

the power of one mind over another, stands supreme.

The uses to which thought force may be put are

many. In the 6rst section of this wor!c I am out

lining the amended philosophy, and dealing entirely

with the various methods of mental and spiritual

healing which are, possibly, the greatest use to

which the science can be put. In the second section
I am dealing with the more occult and magici:l.i side

of the subject, including the wonders of Personal

Magnetism.

Thought is certainly creative, it creates conditions

exactly as it creates things, and this is amply

demonstrated even in the most simple matters. For

instance, the optimist contillues young in spite of
car~ and troubles, simply because he C:Ln always

hope for brighter days, always see the silver lining

to his clouds. For the same reason the pessimist
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grows old and wrinkled before his time. his outlook

is always dark, aDd he lacks the youth-giving rays

of mental sunshine without which real life is oon·

existent

Thought creates exactly along the lines in which

it rUDS, and all applicatioo of Mental Science

whether to IIuJIII or (.()1fdi/ims, is expressed in one

of two fonns-seU-heating, and ~e cures brought

about by the action of onc mind upon another.

W~en t speak of .. healing" J. am not thinking of

health only, but of the various conditions brought

about thlough wrong thinking, from which so many

of us· !luffer. Depression, unhappiness, and so "forth

nerd healing quite a... badly as a cancerous growth

in the body, aod they are quite as deadly io effect

But apparently l.o,ese rNO conditioDs are very rar
apart, yet in reality they are near akin. I do not

believe that the most powerful mental healer could

awe a sick person against his will. He must have

raith, and it is raith which makes the cure io both

cases.

At pool' Helen Wilrnans wrote. .. Faith is the

power behind the Throne."

Christ healed by raith, and without it DO real

eyre, -mental or physical, can be expected, whether

the means employed be mcdiciac or any oDe -or the

Mental Science processes.

-

-

-
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So that, while freely admittiog the power of

thought, it i!; to be forcibly laid dOWD !bat thought

without faith and will-power is as helplt.'iS .., a

rudderless boat in an angry sea.
The days of ignorance with regard to the power of

mind arc. past; man as a race is 1x:ginning to wake

up to the {act that there is a force within hi~lf

which can sweep aside man)" obstacles, can create

sunshine conditions, make fair that which was dense

or ugly, and bring happiness to many who have

dwelt for long in darkness. Man unfortunately hu
grown to regard the ills of the flesh as his

birthrigh::, he expects sickness and sorrow, and

bc:in~ a creature of miod he gets moot of the thing,

he looks for.

I am not saying that it is good fer us to ha'/e

things all our own way, Dor can we do 50 entirely.

The wild fl~wer is I. let more sturdy than the hot.

house exotic, and if we never feel the;: cold blast

of adversity we have DO powe. to appreciate the

warmth of the suo.

prove that mind can lighten our

th~ alchemy of thought properly

in the transmutation of darkness

it is

I want to

burdens, that

applied results

to light.

That, when adversity

may be as sweet as

threatens,

a grand

a crust

dinner,

of bread

if
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hallowed by cheerful optimism; but that it cal:! be

bitter as gall and dry as sawdust if self-pity and
gloom are the sauce it is eaten with. And what

is more, adversity dwells ever with those who have
DO knowledge of the power of thought to lift them

out of present conditions.

Mind re-acts upon mind, the self-confident mao

creates confidence in others. They feel and bend

before the power of his mind. and be obtains success

where aoou.er less c,)o6deot would meet with

failure. This confidence, this power to look beyond
the doads, can alone lead Doe out of trouble, let

your faith be in self or in God, or in both, but if

you have faith in neither, then indeed arc you in

a parlous state.

MAGNETISM, SUGGESTION, MIND-HEALING,

All three are closely lioked, and it is DOt easy

to disentangle ooe (rom the other. In the true

rationale of Mental Science it is not possible, (or

magnetism aDd suggestion .are really a part o( the

same, and inseparable from any consideration of
mental power.

There are many pciints whereoti' I differ strongly
from the acknowledged Mental Science teachiogs
o( the world, oot because I always differed, but

because experience has taught me where they are

..



wrong, and I believe the wrong may be remedied.

Given these rectifications, Mental Science would stand

as il rock of strength against which no man could

Bing a stone, it would take its place as the most

rational aad helpful form of religion, as the best

stand by man or woman could need in life, and it

would have the assured position it now lacks.

Comm~m.sensc revolts against many of its teachings,

they appeal to the few enthusiasts, who, alas I very

often. grow weary of their fad, who find, as the fire

,of enthusiasm' fades away, that the apparent miracles

worked by their mind are no. longer possible, for as

a matter of fact it was the enthusiasm which

worked the miracle.

The theory of Mental Science is sound, given

certain amendments, it is no part of my scheme to

spend my time writing a refutation of what has

been claimed (or it, but what I mean to do is to

give a clear and practical work upon the science

as I think it should be.

Ir I am right or Yfroog the world may judge,

I have learnt enough now to admit the possibility

o( error in my own conceptions, which at any

rate is a step in the right direction!

Mental healing embraces both health of mind and

health o( body.

A healthy mind is not one that is gloomy or
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unhappy, oce that seeks (or trouble and crosses

all its bridges miles before it meets them.·
A healthy mind is hopeful, cheerful, and con

tent, just as a healthy body is Cree (rom pain,
and full of pure vital blood and magncti!:m.

UJY.lD these two conditions all su~cess or failure

in life roay be said to depend.

Wc.aJ.th or position and aD <:.i1irig mind or body
cannot be: called -'uccess.

Poverty anr:l a mind such as 1 have sketched,

linked to a wl.&otesome healthy body, is success,

beCause health is our most valuable asset. and a
. mind that can find joy in tri8~ will take the

bitter sting out of misfortune or poverty.

How to apply .. Mmtal Smnct," by which I

mean the trinity of "Magnetism, Suggestion and
Mental Healing," to lire. is the object of thi!! work.

I have tried many schemes of life, that of thinking

myself a weakling long agC'l, next with the ..rrogance

born of Mental Science in its original form, I

thought myself a god.

Now I c:LD see. I hope clearly, where mac.'s
place begin~ in the scheme of creation, how far
he can help himself, and how far he need rely

upon the help and guidance of a Greater -Power.

But to stand mont, without God, cannot be,

whatever the earlier school of scientists may' affirm.
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For a time maybe, yes, but for a time only, and

the simple prayers of our childhood spoken in

all faith and earnestness will bring results if we

trusL

The" 1 am God" of Mental Science, the abstinence. ,
from prayer, is only to endure for a time.

.'
Man was not born to walk on velvet, but to fight

the 'world. Men;al SciE:~ce is not really intended to

remove all our obstacles, but rather to show us how

btst to fight them with the least harm to ourselves,

for a world without sin and sorrow, a life without

obstacles to fight and difficulties to surmount, would

bring forth a race of invertebrates, would damn

achievement and advancement, for with no need to

fight, with nothing to ~ght against, the interest in

life is gone.

f don't say this idly. My own Hfe has been one

long struggle. f have had great successes and great

failures. I doo't say that we can get through life

without sickness or sorrow, but I do say that Mental

Science, properly applied, will ·make us meet them

in a different spirit, bearing our burden with a

cheery heart, and so letting thought alchemy

transmute our dros'J into gold.
I say another thing also, and th.. t is this: such

an outlook upon life, such a creed, and such a

cheery optimism, dn not make for sickness, a mind
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such as I suggest will seldom ail, for somehow, just

as a plant put into light and sunshine will grow

freely, but wither and die in the dark, so does the
sunshine mind seem to destroy dise<e:e germs, and

give the body power to resist sickness.
There is no truth greater than this, so that

Mental Science can really bring health in its

train, aod whilst it cannot (luckily) remove
obstacles from our daily path, it can, and does,

make the conquest of them easy, and ta,kes all

the sting out of failure.
Medical Science admits the effect of mind over

the physical organism.
Only the other day an article in onc of the

papers poioted out that it was practically hopeless
to expect a cure when the patient was cODvinced

that he would die, or wished to do so.

Treasured youth comes with perfect health aDd

a care· free mind. aDd I hold that, even to those

who are laden down with responsibilities and

difficulties, a new life opens, that youth mi\y be

retained and prolonged if only the tenets of New
Thought, linked to, iostead of divorced from, the
Old Thought, are followed, and that even the

little things in life can yield us joy and happi·
ness if we let them.

Every man works on his own plane of existence,
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and those who take up this study will do well to

bear this in mind before they begin.

The philo30pher linds it hard to understand how

the society slaves exist, they ;:gain shudder at the

life lived by the lower classes, and so on.

Yel, as a matter of fact, each secticn of the

community expresses himseif best upon his own

plane, and ir. applying Mental Science he should

not leave that plane altogether, or disaster will

result, he should rather try to fit the teachings

to his own particular difficulties, and so remove or

lighten them.

A very obvious square peg in a round hole In

any plane should move, but otherwise not.

The social rounG is the existence best suited to

the upper ten, wilen they have anything better in

them, they find their level and rise to it. But the

ordinary society man or woman has difficulties

and troubles to meet (or all their apparent butterfly
existence, and Mental :'cience can help them

with{.out removing them to any different sphere.

The philosopher is usually 'I. pretty selfish

individual, but he's not yet ready for anything

more advanced than theories, yet the science can

help him too.

The so-called lower classes are often a great deal

more happy and contented than they are supposed
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to be, but they orten have a very hard life, and to

them Mental Science call again be a god-send.

But it is not necessary to smash up the whole

surroundings of one's life to apply it, and I am very
anxiollS to emphasize this, be<:ause such a condition
of things would rob the science of half its value,

because people would reject it, sooner than break

away from the things they love.
I want it to be looked upon as a helpmate, and

taken in this light I believe it can be of very real

value to nine people out of every ten-more than

tha~ to ninety·nine out of every hundred!
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF MENTAL SCIENCE

IN dealing with this side of the science. I am
coming to the conditions which [ firmly believe

will stand amendment, and which, indeed, must be
amended if the scieoce is to take the permanent

standing it deserves,
The great stumbling-blocks in the way of the

ordinary and logical thinker are those I will now

enumerate :-

I.-The making of God iDtc a principle.

2.-The I AM theory.

3--The affirmatioo that all is good, and that
there is no evil.

4--There is no matter, all is spirit.

These four statements form (our great stumbling
blocks, which prevent Mental Science from receiving

the widespread recognition it would do otherwise.
- 0) -
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For a science which h~, as its groundwork the

desire to better mankind, to brighten the outlook of
life, and to help us conquer the difficulties which

beset our paths, and which has such a marked effect

upon health and character, is worthy of a high place

-of the highest place, in fact-amongst the great

philosophies of the world, and its due recognition is

being continually curtailed because of these erroneous

conceptions, and because they go so much against

that element of common·sense which, perhaps

fortunately, dominates the greater mass of mankind

in this present age.

To take the first stumbling-block, of ao impersonal

God.
I think this is partly a drawback, because the

personality of the Deity is a race belief, which has

grown with us from the days of the creatioo down

to the present time, and whatever may be said

Dra;nst such a theory or belief, an impersonal God

will never have the same effect upon an ordinary

mortal as the old ideal of our fore-bears, at any

rate so far as the present generation is concerned.
But that our Father is a God or hve. is a thing

that is very sure, and I have no hesitation in

affirming that Mental Science is right here.

A principle that is universally distributed loses in

value, so far as our conception of values may

..
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go, because !t is only natural in man to think but
little of that which is on every hand

Concentrate that principle in some given centre,
and the mind of man (in its somewhat limited sphere

of action) can both grasp and revere the ideOll, and

what is even more: tree, he nnds nothing against his
common~sense reasoning powers in the belief that

such a centre may be both omnipotent, omnipresent,
and omniscient.

From this you will see that I believe it is quite
possible to establish Mental Science upon such a

basis that it will ful61 the requirements of the newer

and more advanced school of thought, without
upsetting or offending the older generation.

The God of our fore-fathers was a Personal
God.

To this day, in spite of my Dew thought training,

and my occult training, when 1 am in trol~b1e or in

need, I go back to the simple prayers my mother

taught me as a little baby, and soml;where in the

dim recess of my mind I have the conception of.!l
mighty, white-haired, white-bearded figure, from tile

majestic awful beauty of Whose face I tUrD,

unworthy to look, but Whom I know loves and
guards me.

The habits of childhood are hard to overcome, and

I know that I have never turned to that beautiful
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form in vain, though many times I have repudiated

It, to my sorrow and shame be it said.

New Thought is not written for the children of
to-day, but for the children of thirty, (orty, and firty
yean ago, the children of to-day havr. S!iIl to grow
up. And I ,",ow now that it can be so formulated

as to keep its intrinsic value, and in DO wise burt or

infringe upon the principles those children had

instilled into them in youth-principles which die
hard. luckily I

Let us now tum to the I AM theory-to many
people this appears to be sheer blasphemy.

01 [ am God," says the Mental Scientist (" or good,"
he will sometimes substitute), "therefore, I am all

powerful, and there is nothing in all creation that

caD withstand me."

It is very possible that in the first outburst of
enthusiasm there is very little can withstand him, for

the will of man, when worked up to a white-heat
tnrough a state of mental-religif)us frenzy, is ex

tremely powerful, and very little can withstand it.

But the body of man is not equal to the sustained
effort, and after .... time the effects die away, and the
I AM 6nds that, very decideGly, ht is 110/.

I am quite prepared to be taken to task severely
over this statement, but I can bring so very many
proofs to uphold it, that I do not sbrink from
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making it Every m..n h~ the divine spark of spirit

within his breast, bOut that does not make him the

"I AM."
I have my (... ther's blood running through my

veins, and his flesh and bone, as it were, and yet I

am not my father.

I do not seek to rob man of his claim to divinity,

or of the soul which is his heritage from God. but

r claim boldly that man is the child of God, and

not, as the New School claim, God Himself.

At first sight, this affirmation strikes one with

either a sense of dation, or comes as a shock to all

preconceived ideas of reverence.

Let it be understood th'at man is of God, that he

can develop hi,; divine instincts, bringing himself

nearer to perfection, and increasing in power and

glory, but he must not presume to take unto him·

self credit (or something which he is not.

Were he a god, he could influence the tides, and

turn the stars in their courses, but we do Dot hear

of Mental Scientists being able to do this.

So let us dispose of this mischievous affirma·

tion, and use in its stead, .. I am a child of

God."

Next, to take the "No Evil" theory, here again

I plead for a mOfe rational statement.

Do Dot let us say, "there is DO evil, all is good,"
c
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instead, let us say, .. wltatev~' suminr evil 41sails

liS, I Itnqw rood wi/I (Otnt DUt of it.",

It is not poss,ible to live in Hie world day by

day and find no evil, but at the same time it is

very possible to tUrD evil to good account, although
we cannot always see exactly' lio-..v. .

Take the recent Messina earthquake, it is hard

to see how good can come out of such an awful

catastrophe; but still-it may ~ so,

Take the poor little slum children, who, as babies

even, toil their young lives out. amidst squalor

and misery; take the performing beasts in some

circus or variety entertainment, it is hard to find

where the good may be from them, and so I could

go on through a "long list of cveiy~day occurrences,

and in every case I ·think it would puzzle one to

say, If all is good," or .as the scientists sometimes

say. "all is God,"

We are constantly told that God is a God of

love, how can He then countenance such evils?

I am afraid we must go back to the old theory

of positive and negative conditions, they may be
good in the end, and we may be blind, but it is no

use denying that negative conditions exist, the mere

fact of asserting that they are non-existent makes

no difference to their expression.

Let us then a:;scrt fearlessly, that there is both
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good and evil, that out of evil good may come. As

a mattl".t of fact, to deny evil and establish a

condition where only good could bold sway, would

undeniably upset the scheme of creation.
The law of polarity is inherent in the tiniest

atom, and we cannot upset this law, for it i!'l that

.of evoluuoD, receptivity and impressi"n, whereby
mao passes from the lowest to ~he highest, unfolding,
from lower to higher consciousness, and (rom that

to still more exalted states, until he is near the,.
att.urme:lt of perfection.

I t is, therefore, much wiser for the student to

work wi/It the law as it already exists, "ather than
try to establish a new law which is Dot able to, .
stand the test of time.

A continual sam~ness produces flatness, and it is

this very effort to attain and hold cootinually

a positive position, which is the cause or the
dlMck.

The majority of people are muck. too fiegatiVe, as

their li\'es aDd sufferifJgs clearly indicate.,
Such folk are going as much against the :l.tural

law as .the scientist is, aDd when such a person

suddenly .awakens to the possibilities of Mental
Force, they accomplish miracles.,

Such miracles are due to the swing

pendulum from fiat negative conditions
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positive affirmations of the New Law, as it has been

called.
But after a time they find their newly found

poWe! is wanting, $t'mply 6ecauu wnr-sustairud

Ijfo,t i" tlu ptsitive "",ecHon ,esulls in jlatnus,

equally as mud. as tIu p,evious state Iltey we,e in.

This is a truth [ want to rub in, it is the pivot
upon which the whole structure of New Thought

must swing, it is the chief flaw in what can be made

a perfect philosophy.

Tl':.e personal God is a detail, so long as we
believe in the power of God. it is a matter of

mmtality how we choose to picture that power. or
course the non-personal God is an up-setting theory

to the majority of people, and I ca... 't myself see

any good likely to arise out of insisting upon it,
for all agree that God, whether personal or other
wise, is omnipresent.

The I AM th(,'Ory is arrogant, the Divine centre

is in each of us, as the scnlight may lurk in a drop
of dew or illuminate a rain·drop, and it puts us in a

wrong position at the outset; but the chief mischief
lies with the .. there is no evil" theory, and the
subsequent reasoning that if all is good and positive

with us, we shall be able to give up fighting.

Mental Science should be used as a tonic.
When we are in need or difficulty tlrtn we may
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assert our positivism, /Mn we may swing to the

mental conditions that will bring us help, because we

b'0 directly to the AU·Powerful Being for aid, and

our own minds, alert, attuned to action, impinge

upon the universal ether, and from the !>heer force

of fe-action bring us relief.

Thi5 is not nonse='l~-=, it is sheer commOll-sense,

and it will stand the test of time and prove true

under th,. most difficult situations.

Finally, we come to the co-matter fallacy.

Common·sense strikes the table with his fist,

"What," he says, "I feel this solid bit of wood ring

beneath my blow, and you tell me it is all spirit,

that matter is noo-existent-Rats I"

As a matter of fact, all is not spirit, matter most

nndeniably does exist, but it is permeated v.-ith spirit

or etheric force, yet for all that it is matter ...s well.

There is a larger percentage of spirit in some

forms of matter than in othe-s-the human body, for

instance, has more than a table or a stone, but on

the other hand the human b-Jdy keeps it for a

shorter time, and loses it more completely, for that

part of man which was matt~r becomes dust, and the

spirit of him departs elsewhere, the body being

gradually dissolved into certain chemical gases aDd

constituent!'.

Now having completed my work of destruction, 1
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will proceed to build up an amended philosophy,
which, if not quite so virile and startling as the

other, can at least be mo:oe permanently useful, and
a philosophy, let me add, upon which the whole laws

of Mental Healing must, perforce, turn.



III

FAITH AND OTHER THINGS

So much has been written, taught and said upon the

subject of New Thought, that it is by no means aD

easy task to put my Dew philosophy into cut-and

dried form.
Man, ever since the world was, has been wrestlin~

with the problem of existence-why. came we hither.

where shall we go when we leave here, what is there

beyond us 1-

The world is full of religions, of sects and of strife
so (ar as theological subjects go. We have the old

Jewish belief, aDd the Christ r~ligion whicn rose out

of, and to this day is repudiatcd ... by it. We have
Buddhists, Mahommedaos, Fire-worshippers, and

others-they all differ 00 :.ome points. We have a
hundred or morc different sects and side issues to

our own religion.

But all these controversies and religions sum up to

onc great fact j deep in his heart, man, even in his
., -
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most primitive aspect, firmly believes in some ruling,

unseen Power of Divine origin. The West African

cannibal, with his f~tish worship, quite as much, or
more 50, thac an ordinary Christian of the

present day.
Strip off all diR'erences aDd details, this one fact

remains, GOD IS.
The c'lntroversies rage around the question, what

is He or It

Let me say rir;ht oR' that 1 do not mean to try

my hand at solving the problem, greater brains than

mine have been engrossed with the task, and they

all seem to agree to differ.

If the ordinary every.day man wants a definition,
let him seek the sages; but jf he is wise, he will be

content with the simple statement, "GOD IS."

Qualify it by the word "love," and we have the
teaching of Christ, and for myself I am content that

God is my Father, and in that .Iigbt 1 alone regard

Him. Not a Father to be feared, but one who will

t"ve and protect me.
Goo is infinite io power, but His ways are not our

ways, and our understanding cannot grasp the whole
scheme of creation.

But of one thing I am quite sure, we were Dot
sent here to be mherable and sick.

Our machinery is not meant to be clogged by
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disease nor our outlook blackened by pessimism and

clouded over by tears.

I am not talking of things about which r am

ignorant, I have had cue of the hardest 6ghts that

man or woman codd ever want to put up, at times,

but I have never lost my cheerful faith in the All

Good, and I know that God helps those who help

themselves.

I am sure we are scnt into the world pretty much

as children arc scnt to school, for the sake of

educatipn, and that if we make up our mimi to get

through our tasks to the best of our ability, we

sha!1 have ollr reward i but that, if we turn laggard

and shirk our lessons, we get all the trouble we arc

looking for-and deserve it.

I am quite sure that half the rough corners can

be made smooth jr we will only take thiDg~ ic

the right way.

The sun may not be always shining in the

heavens, bllt there is tlothiog to keep it from sbining

in our hearts all the time, if we'll ooly let it.

It is just as easy to be happy as miserable. I

know that. for I've heeo very miserable at times in

my life before I came to understaod how little

some things really count, and how jolly little help

one gets by crying over spilt milk.

It is not much use grieviog because certain forms
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of evil exi5t, and it is certainly not much use

bolding to the statement that evil is not existing.

W~t is' needed is to mete out good to the evil
that we receive or come ioto contact with, and to

be pn:futly "ria;,.' that such evil c;:annot. harm .us,

but is seot to prove our mettle aDd to try our

strength.
In the old tales of chivalry I used to be always

fascinated by the brave knights in armOUi' who went

out seeking adventure and who sought to overcome

dragons and all .kinds of evil creatures. But there

is no~ Doe of those stories we canaot apply to our

every..<fay life.

Given Faith-and by that I mean .the faith of a
little child. a cheerful heart, willing brains and

tingen-and I kn~w that nD man need stay for

long in the slough of despond.
But~ the faith I mean d~ Dot stand for what

most people call faith. My baby would give me
his most cherished possession, confident that "Mums"

would replace. it. He would Dot worry his dear little

curly head about dinner, if he would have any, or
where it would come from, " Mums" .had always
given him dinner, and of ","rJt it would be there.

Ah, if only I could get others to have that faith I

I have grown it myself, so that to me it is a case
of knowing.
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I would give my last peony, because I know my
Father nas never failed me, aDd I do give it orten.

I never doubt but that God will care for me and

for mine. I just trust, not blindly perhaps, hut
because HE never has deserted me, and I do Dot

expect Him to do so now.

Many people have faith but not to this extent,
and it is the only Idnd which is any use, so they are

very frequently disappointed.

But I have hung by a hair over the precipice so
often, and have been pulled back to safety every
time, that if I had not my faith j should be a fool.

The worst of it is that everyone cannot acquire it

easily, but I know that or..:e gained it is the key to
solve every difficulty, the power to overcome all evil.

The law of God is thct of evolution, and we, as

spirit, pass from the lowest to the highest. literally

unfolding from plane to plane, from lower to higher
consiousness, and so ever ..pwards.

All w;Jrld~ are formed from one substance, and in

that substance are cC'ntained all elements, as aU

numbers aic contained in the unit O:1e.
The whole universe revolves around one great

central force, and that force is God. Create for
yourself any image of the Almighty you may please,
but bear in mind al.....ays that God is a God of love

-the universal substance from which all other sub-
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stanc:e3 emanate; a great centra! sun, towards which

all other SUD:] and their systems turn in Q spiral.

Human souls are like .separate suns or fires, they

are distinct from tbe uoiversal force, yet joined to It,

and ever moviog towards It
These souls are guided by a purifying process from

ooe experience to another, aod the Hfe of man is

really an effort, oftell puny and futile, but still a
distinctive effort to show forth on earth at least some

of the glory and divine effulgence of the beauty and

truth which permeate the universe aod coestitute its

harmony.
The education of the soul is a slow aod painful

process.
Just as earth was bora out of chaos, or as a

woman in travail, so is the soul purified, born in

the m~teria1 and reborn in the spiritual world
amidst suffering, sorrow and upheavals. Through

such experiences man becomes gradually freed

from grossness Rod materiality.
Like a silver streak runniqg througb each life is

the Divine fire, which, centered in every heart,
veiled by the flesh, often unknown and unrecognized,
dwells within each individual soul, guides and

protects it, Jinks it with the Divine Father, and
draws it back, perfected, to the centre from which

it originally set out

-
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The body is the inslrument of the soul, and the

soul is linked to God, the Eteroal Being, but it is

*<It God, only a part of Him. When a man dies the

soul draws around it a new body, aDd with each

new envelope the Divine fire becomes more and

more in evidence.

It is as well to understand clearly something of
the visible and invisible bodies, of which the

Divine 6re centralized in the soul is the innenDML
These bodies are seven in number, and although

they may have nothing directly in common with

the ordinary teachings of Mental Scio:nce, the

knowledge is really nccessary if you are to get the
full understanding of why Mental Science teaching.
are possible.

I.-The physical and material body.

2.-Vital (orce.

3.-The astral body

~-The mind body.

5.-The causal body.

6.-The spiritual soul

7.-The Divine fire-Atma.

To generalize:-

The physical body is the outer envelope which
enables the spirit to manifest.
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Vital force is best described as the spirit of life.
The Easterns call it Prana-breath. It is the power

or force of nature which divides the elements and

forms them again into organic parts, and which

contains the life and character or all things; it is a
universal and ethereal pow~r or elemeot-living,
pulsating, vibrating. It is universal, but it collects

at certain centres, becoming denser when drawn to
objects which in themselves: possess a high rate of

molecular activity.
In organized beings this force collects at the vital

centres, including the various plexuses, the brain

and the spinal chord. We can regard this force as

energy, life-giving energy, it is the electro-magnetic
ether in one of its varying forms.

Vital force is another term for absolute life, and at

nrst it is pu:ely physical, producing heat iI! the body,

the heat transferring its energy into colour waves,

and '>0 causing light, which, rising from the nerve

fluid in each cell, makes it transparent.
By tnese means the energy of the vital force light

wave passing through the nerve systems and aggre
gating at the nerve' centres, illuminates the body,

bringing he:.:.Ith to every part of it. When the cir
r.ulatiorl i:> deprived of this light and heat, the

circulation is impeded, and decay sets in, the vital
forces being cut off.
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Three processes are constantly in action in the

countless cells of the organized body. First there
is the iuherent energy which is transmitted by

its owo evolutiou ioto heat, light and colour

waves.

In the vital process, which is CClOstaotly going 00

. in the cells 0'£ our bodies, the triple action is so

perfect, that at the meeting of the heat, light and
colour waves (in certain centres) in the nerve force of

thest: cells, and particularly in the grey matrer of the

brain, there is instantly born a thought: this thought

then becomes an expression, permeating the whole

as it rushes out from the grey matter of /he brain

which gt:nerated it
By these processes the cells, illuminated by the

vital [orce, become bearers of health to the physical

being, at the sam~ time generating cO:"lscious thought

upon the mental plane.

Any obstruction, of course, results in ill-health,

because either the thought conveyed is a w,rong one,

or else so much obstruction ensues that nothing

passes, the wires are, so to say, cut off.

If you bring Mental Science or suggestion to bear

upon your thought life, so that you rt;ject all but the

most helpful and wholesome thoughts, the body

would be better able to resist both disease and

senile decay, because the cells, freed frolI\ harmful
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vibrations, would constantly regenerate themselves by

means of the pr0ces3 described.

Nobody W3n15 to be diseased, and there are few
who do not resist the advances· of old age to the

utmost of their ability.

Wholesome thought transforms the food taken into
the system into vibratory and mental light force, and

by these means the energy is properly conserved and

distributed.

Tlu a$/ral body has nowhere been more beautifully

described than in Leadbeater's II Man Visihle and

Invisible," a book I advise you to study I
This body takes Qn various colours, and forms in

the undeveloped ego, or soul, an egg·shaped tnvelope
of various coarse or crude colourings, corresponding

in tone to the state of evolution which it-for the

soul is sexless-has arrived at.

Every thought and action leaves its impression upon
this shell-like envelope, which to the clairvoyant ,...

eye is often' a ghastly record of man's passions and

uncontrolled animalism,

TIte mind b~y consists of two parts, itself and the
causal body, of which more later on.

It is really cOlUcioumess, and is composed of a
very fine substance. It manifests itself, however, in

its OfIler form as the human aura, and it grows in
siu, beauty, and rate of vibrntion as the mind
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becomes developed and organized, through the

habitual method of thought, for this body grows

and unfolds through tlwug'lt anJ the exercise of

our higher emotions and energies.

It is at this point we can apply the laws of

Mental Science and suggestion.

The average mao does not exercise the thinking
faculty at a!l, he simply rtctivt~ thoughts (rom

others, those which may be floating in lth~ atmo
sphere, what he reads, or what is spoken to him.

You must learn· to con/rol and form your mind

body as Doe of the first steps in Meotal Scit:Dce,

so that it can develop along certain lines, and

oat resemble that old· fashioned ab~mioation of our

grandmothers known as crazy patchwork.

When you caD select the thoughts yol.: desire,

and reject those which are useless, you have gone a

long way towards attaining perfection. A mind thus

controlled naturally becomes strong, and attracts only

that which is good, instead of a heterogeneo~s mixture

which retards both advancement and development

The causal hody, or second mind body, is still

more ethereal in subst...nce than the preceding, and

it is the permanent storehouse of man's good and
bad qualities, it represents the true man, in it are

fouDd those qualities which are carried over to the

next iocarnation.
D



This body is not unfolded in the lowest type of

man; in the higher types it is developed, but its

growth is very slow.
Any good action achieved and any pure thought

or unselfish effort assists the growth of this c:msal

body, ano on the other hand any C\'i! accomplished

lies in it, waiting for future development and

punishment
The causal body contracts through persistcnt evil

in thought and action, taking on dark Iincs, and

for every good deed or thought it expands, growing
more ethereally pure aotl deliC3te in tint.

Tlu spin'tual s01l1 is (he next principle, higher

than the causal body, and this merges into the

highest, or Alma, when soul returns to that from

which it came.
The law of the eternal is this, .. As ye sow, so

shall you reap." If you are not master of your
passions yOlJ canuot enter heaven, If your thoughts

are not controlled you are oat progressiog. Your

desire and aU your effort.; must be towards puri

ficatio:l and unselfish control.

The colours of these bodies are pure or coarse,
ethereal or darkened, acccording to your life; as you
grow and unfold, they beeome dearer and purer,

until you grow out of the coarse and material
vibrations into the realm of controlled spirit.
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Watch your thought life, control your mind, form

a definite idea of what this should consist

Behind all your efforts let aspiration towards

perfection, desire and love (or God, and unselfish

love of your Cellow..creatures reign supreme.
Selfishness, and t.~at condition of being wrapped

up in colton·woo) to preserve olle from contact with
the world and its wicke6ocss. are the two great

evils which study of these !ubjects seem to lead one

into, and should be avoided lx::yond aU things.

Because you know a little f"lore than your ncxt

door neighbour you are not entitled to that mental

intoxication which produces a feeling of aloofness

and superiority so marked in many occult studenu

a feeling that is Dot justified by their achievements.

for possibly the more material r;eighbour has greater

temptations to fight down and vvercome.

Whatever t.he new philosophy teache!! don't let it

make a cad of you, and that too frequently is the

firsJ re.rult.

The main point in aiPlyitlC these teachings is to

understand that whilst theoreticall!' they may be

unlimited in their scope and direction, yet ilctually,

owing to man's own limitations, only certain results
can be achieved.

These may be brie8y enumerated as follows:

1St.-It teaches man to ;apply the good old pro-
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verb, that "God helps those who help
th't'.mselves." In other words, self·rdianu.

2nd.-lt teachCi one to be cheerful and happy
under even the most trying and

unpromising conditions.

3rd.-It gives health to its adherents,

4th.-It cNbles them to give health to others.

sth.-It certainly tends to raise the moral, mental,
and spiritual conditions of mao, (or it

helps him to withstand evil, makes him

i!Se his brain and store his owo

magnetirm, and leads him to develop the

finer and more divine side of his nature
iostead of the animal side.

6th.-By teaching him how thought affects body

and environment, it makes him mr'lrC in
clined to be master oi his thought-life,

and so "':laster ?f himself.

You wili notice that throughout this book I h3ve

not advocated the consideration of New Thought as
a miracle worker, It ooes work miracles, for it can
transform an indefinite, 'nvertebrate man into one
who is full of couragp. and resourc~, but for all that
it is the men lu'mse/f who does it, oot the science,
The iostant he Irits the powers he receivf:J help from

-
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within, (or God indeed helps those who hetp them.

selves, but Mental Sdence alone will do nothing.

It (;311 give energy wilen applud, it can work

wonders when people are dewn in the mire, when

they arc: beset with ill-health or poverty, or any

other grievous trouhle, but the whole secret of

success lies in this:-

AFFIRM YOUR
ONLY WHEN IN

POWER
NEED.

AND DESIRE

The failures due ~o the science in the past have

been due to that fatal habit of e"lJultlStinK a/firma/ion,

which, when persisted ill, after a time becomes

meaninglus and multanica!.

To come back to myoId and simple simile of

myself and my children.

I have already said they have faith aDd IJl"~f in

my power to give them their needs.

When they want a thinP.' they ask for it. But

shouldn't I be justified in getting pretty mad. aDd

then indifferent, if they asked me all day long for

their supper, as if I were too big a fool or too

careless to remember it?

Of course I should, aod so it is with the almighty

forces which make Mental Science possible. There

n,ust be a rest period; all giviog OUI: results in

110n(;: coming in-io flatness, weariness and inertia

and it is that constant affirmation. which is at the
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recorded.
Supposing you n~d a sum of money badly, Ihen

is the time for the inspirational flash, fot the intense

prayer, the affirmation that what you need will

come to you at your n~d.

But if you had anticic'ateo that necessity by, say,
six months, when the real pull came, YOu would tlol

be the happy possessor of the needed sum, but just
as you were, and inc4jJ4b1.4 of putting forth the

necessary effort to bring it to you.

I say thi~ through e":.:perience, aod the continual
repetition of these affirmations only results in lack

of faith and loss of vitality.
When you are well, why should you keep 00 with

the affirmallon o( "I am well and heal/hy," until it

grows into a parrot cry? The fact that you are well is
perfectly obvious, and the ne~n for affirmation is absent.

So the great rule of Mental Science as I see it

DOW, is this;-
"Affirm wlztn you nud."

And '."hen yc.u have thus prayed or affirmr.d, "let

go," and TRUST-have faith, 2 little child's faith, that
your needs will be filled.

Keep a Lright ~nd chee'rful outlook upon life, be

brave, be 5110shine. Tears and worry never brought

ooe any nearer success yet, and won't do 50 DOW.
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Keep cheerful, and meet your troubles with a song

and ?,. smile. They :lre robbed of half their terror

then. Sometimes great grief falls upon me, and even

tlw; fortitude is best, t.hough it i!l- human to grieve.

But what I am trying to cure you of is the

teodl;ucy to magnify and weep over the trifling

obstacles that go to make up life very often.

You nud have none of these bugbears, because

you can rob them of all their sting, ifyou will.

Be up and doing. Even if you have c certain

obstacle to overcome do not be content with

affirmations only. Do somdl:ing. No plant will

grow unless a seed is sown, or a bulb planted, or a

cllttin~ struck, or SO"hllu"ng done to make it grow.

You can't wave your hand over the dry earth and

say, "I will haVI! a cornfield here."

You must sow the COI'1 first, and so I say, make

your affirmations, but qualify them by duds, for

wiN j)()U.'tr confintud by actions can overcome almost

any obstacle that can arise.

"Affirm wlten you need, and qualify your

aiJirmation by duds, by action!"

Bear In mind also, that unless you can so

concentrate your mind as to make perfect mental

pictures, it is -.;ery hard to impress thought or

magnetism on others, for they cannot grasp what

is only a blur to you.
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Know what you want, why you want it, and
whom yOLl want it from, tr.en you stand in the

position of one able to definitely enforce his will

upon the mind forces of another, or upon the

universal force of D<iture.



IV

HOW THOUGHT AND BODY ARE

RELATED

SCIENCE has taught us to regard the body of any

Hving organism as a structure built up from a

system of cells or atoms, (rom the first proto

plasmic germ, forming the embryo, to the full-grown

creature-animal or human, as may be.

But t~is physical ol'ganism is not" all, behind it

is the life-giver-that potent power of spirit-that

.. something" which makes the chemical substances

of which man is formed, a living, breathing entity

that "something" which, when withdrawn, leaves
but a lump of cold clay.

The man is deed. Blood, bones, sinews, nerves,

all are there, only the spirit has fled.

Spirit is the vitalizing substance of the blood,

spirit ordains every vibration of the nervous system,

spirit is so intermingled with flesh that only

advanced psychics c?.n understand truly in what

manner, and how this amal~amation takes place.
- 4' -
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Spirit is oot only the vitalizing substance of the

body, but it is also the substance of every thought,

50 that in the treatment of disease we must consider
spirit, and discover in what manner the Row is

impeded, aod how certain centres of the system

are clogged. Remove the cause, permitting the spirit
force ~o resume its normal course, and health again

reigns supreme.
Here we have soul and body, the iDn~r vibrations

of the spirit aided by outer ane! protecting vibrations,

the outer force which permeates the body having

its headquarters at the point where vitality centres.

Every living creature is connected with infinity

by the invisible ethereal body, which forms the
iotcrmediMe link between spirit and matter, and
the things which ;tre unseen may be found only

through this ethereal body, the spirit of which I

speak, so that upon the proper understanding of this

may be said to depend the proper grallp of such a

wide dnd extensive theme as Mental Alchemy.
. Not only have we to consider bodily ills, but

mental conditions which are akin to sickness, and
the still larger question of spiritual development and
the control of our psychic forr:cs.

Depression, fear, lack of confidence, hcpelessness

all these things are diseascs, or as a well-known

Mental Science writer puts it, "lack of ease."

-

-
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They arc mental slalu, due to impro~r connectioD

between the brain and the vitalizing forces, and they

caD be removed by an adjustment of those (orce! by

the means best suited to the particular person who is
the sufferer.

With some a healing thought w.i1l accomplish what

is neceSsary. With others the thought must be

further rmgmented by the spoken word-suggestion.

Others ~aih need the objective brain to be steeped
io unconsciousness, so that appeal may be made to

the sul!iective spiritual cectre or hypooti,;m, aDd yet
again, others call (or the laying on of hands, or the

applicatioo of magnetic healing.

But let me have no confusion of thought over

these distinctions, for they arc all but various
phases of Mental Science, and they all set out

to accomplish the same cod-the healing of mind

or body without the use of drugs or internal

remedies..

Every strong, healthy man aod woman possesses

a certain amount of natural animal magnetism, it

does oot consist of good looks Ot" a fine physique,

but it does depend upon a correctly maintained

baIance of psychic force, ao'd this balance depends

upon health of mind and body.

When'the nerve: currents are !iubjected to outside

ioBuenccs of Cl disturbing oatur~ they are naturally
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upset, but they can be easily inRuenced by mental

forces, and the balance re-adjusted.

A strong mentality and a correspondingly strong

magnetism can set (ree the psychic (orce, and

resto.e the disturbed balance to the magnetic atoms

of that body, and so restoring a condition of health

where disease reigned previously.

From the above it will be easily seen that by
n:gulatiDI; the influences cast upon us, and by

recognizing the necessity for Rest and short periods

of seclusion daily, we can recuperate lost energy,

and restore the spiritual life currents to their

oatura! channel.

When this spirit, acting through the ethereal

body, expresses itself through perfect volition in its

action upc:n the organic structure, the body is in a

condition of perfect health and harmony, in a

condition to ward off every ill state, and especially

dise:tSes of a contagious or atmospheric nature,

such as inAuenza or colds.

Few possess this power of volition!

If you hke a severe cold you do so when the

body is tired, or when you are worried and

depressed, never when all the bodily forces are in

a state of activity.

When the mental condition is lowered the tendency

is even more marked than in weariness of the flesh,

...

-

-
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beeause the central point has been interrupted, and

the whole system thrown into disorder, a prey to

any adverse influence which may happen to step in,

This explanation bears out the statement made

in my first chapter that cheerful, optimistic people

are seldom ailing.

The spirit is focussed at certain vItal centres in

the body, "od {rom them distributes the spiritual

force through the body.

If those central points are interrupted, vitality

leaves that centre, and disease reigns in its stead.

It is by these means that spirit quickens, or fail,

to quic1cen every globule vi blood in the body, and

is distributed throughout the entire system.

There is a connecting li(lk, a force whi<.h cooned.!

the nervous system with the spirit, and by coo·

trolling this force we keep the body in health.

First, let us consider the influence of spi,it over

the inorganic functions of the body.

The actions of a living body (?nimal or human)

may be divided into two-voluntary and involuntary.

Roughly speaking, the former may be said to

include ali action which is the direct result of brain

command or desire, such as ....-alking, spe:J.king, e.1.ting,

moving the body, etc.

The involuntary actions are those of the heart and

internal organs, the machinery which works the



body, and upon the proper action of which the
well-being of the body depends.

It can now be se(;n clearly that something more

than the physical organifim has to be taken into
account, and that the action of heart, lungs, liver,

kidneys. and so forth are dependent upon the free

and unimpeded flow of spirit to every part of the
body, and t~at this must be taken ioto consideration

when treating anyone for bodily or mental disorders.

It is also a fact that mental conditions cause

certain organs of the body to become upset, and in
the same way certain organs when disorganized set

up a corresponding menta.l unrest

Look how miserable bilious people are, how ready
to ta.ke a jaundiced view of life in general. It

would almost seem that" liver" and pessimism were
synonymous.

Note how sudden
,

fear will affect the action of the
heart, and how a "touch of the spleen" is another

way of saying a man is in a nasty humour and
best left alone I

Any~y who gives way to a violent fit of temper
or grief can upset the whole body and divert the
spirit force from nearly every vital centre, proving as
disastrous as a thunder-storm to an electric battery.

In this chapter I want to deal with actual facts.
to explain the conditions which rule and govern the
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spiritual, mental and physical amalgamation which

we c:.tlt man, and to make it clear how thought and

spirit govern us, and why, before we deal with the

philosophy or practice of the science.

The spiritual forces collect at certain nerve centres
in the body, these arc l.nowo to physiologists as
ganj:{lionk centres, and can be seen in any good

work on Physiology or Anatomy.

They consist chiefly of three great groups or

ccntres, known as the "cardiac plexus," in the region

of the heart, the "solar plexus," in tnt: region of the
stomach, and the "sacral plexus," in the region of

the generative organs.

At the base of the brain we get the principal
ceotre of the body and of spirit )

The psychic centre is ~tween the eye-brows, and

the principal magnetic centres arc the palms of the

d' •han sand ·the eyes. !

So we have to consider the different phases of

lire force categorically. I

rsl-The blood and its circulation, and the bones,

nerves and tissues of the body.

2nd.-Human magnetism, which is, brieRy, a series
of vibrations which tend to the attraction

between the vital elements of the body

and other elements which surround it.



3rd.-Nerve force, that which forms a means of

transit for spirit or magnetism.

4th.-The ethereal body, or psychic aura.

Sth.-Spirit, the vi~ali%ing element which permeates

all.

The blood and its circulation, etc., we need. Dot

consider here.
Human magnetism we have already gooe into,

and the object of the nerve force is primarily to
distribute the psychic aura, the atoms of which

have to come into contact with the vital centres

of the physical organism.
The psychic atom consists of three distinct parts.
The first iii magnl.ltic, the second is the ethereal

atom or element, the third comes into being when
these two forces are in harmony and vital, the

principle of life, the spin't, the living, primordial
substance upon which the life and well-being of the

entire structure i~ dependent

The magnetic and ethereal atom becomes dis

organized and inert the moment anything occurs
to divert the spirit from its proper action, and in

the case of death, of course, they become entirely
atrophied.

The blood becomes impoverished when there is
an insufficient supply of the vitalizing element, or

-
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spirit, and in the same way the nervous system

suffers when the spiritual force fails to connect

the magnetic Rod ethereal parts of the atom.

These atoms attain their point of contact with

the m:rve force or aura, at the nerve centres, and

impart their vitality to the same.

The maR'netic sheath approaches from ,Joe direction

and the ethereal from ano~her, aon all nerve dis

eases, and in fact nearly all bodily ailments, result

from any disturbed action of these atoms, when

they are either not vitalized, or when they are Dot

generated and distributed along the nervous system i

or in other words, when they accumulate without

uniting and distributin~ tht: vital spirit properties,

and in this case they clog the whole nervOus system,

and as a natmal result derang~ment of the entire

organism sets up.

So the magnetic particle or sheath receives and

holds the ethereal particle, which together hold the

spiritual and vitalizing substance, thus furming the

only connection between budy and spirit.

Where these vitalized atoms are found in the

body, there; also will lx- found health, energy. and

vitality, and where they are absent there' will be

none, even though the blood circulates and the

body is apparently in good condition.

The various methods of restoring the vital Bow
E
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will be given in later' cliapters, but 1 think th"'t this

will give a clear· and concise idea of the cause of

disturbance, and how it is possible .for magnetic "'-

aod meotal stimulus {applied scieoti6cally), to re-

adjust these atoms, and to do so more :;uccess·

fully than would; be possible through the medium

of physic. ( .
I want to prove th~t there is truth in the old

adage, "Like cures like," but I am not urging ,my

readers to difPense with medical men, for although

many diseases of a simple nature, due merely to a

derangement of the psychic atoms, can be cured

by mental treatment, there are other illnesses

which most assuredly need medical treatment and

experience.

But most of the minor ills of life, and some of

the greater, or so-cAlled "incurable" diseases, will

often yield to these treatments when medicine has

failed entirely to give relief. But even then the

quality of faith is very essential if we wish to

bring about a real cure. It seems in some way to

act upon the psychic atoms of itself, and to re-adjust
them, again showing the power of mind over matter.

.. He who wants to obtain true faith must know,

because faith grows out of spiritual knowledge."

As a further illustration of how mind and magnet

ism can restore a lost physical balance, I will just

-
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call to memory a few cases in which th 5 ig
marked.

I have myself been instantly cured of a violeat

toothache as a girl through a chanc~ meeting with

an old sweetheart, and any excitement, or aoy

unexpected nt:ws which may attract one's attention

entirely, will always scrv..: to chase pai of any

sort away.

In the same way a. thoroughly cheerfUl outlook

upon life serves to keep disease .or trouble at bay,

and is as fine a tonic as anyone can hul at the

chemist's, finer!

It would appear that any sudden exciterent had

the effect of re.adjusting the p.Jlarizatiol, of the

magnetic and. p!:ychic atom, and so allowing the

vital force freedom of movement. 1
This is not phiiosophy, but a fact borne out by

countless millions of cases one reads about and

hears of every day. I
Th;~ explanation then g~vcs a ,tason for t~e effects

obtained by Mertal Sciencc, and it alsoIgivc:s a

reason why thc science fails in somc case ...od in

others succeeds for a time, only to drop ieto

uselessness.

I ..hall k looked upon as a fearful

Mental Scientists in general, fear,

suggesting that the science could fail,

he:cetic by
Irrr even

but I am



IUIt wnOting 1(" tJum, but for those people who
have failed, aDd call it all "rot," which it is not,

and because I want to see it firmly placed upon

a commop-sense basis, where it can be really useful

to all.
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MENTAL HEALING

THE application of mind or magnetism to healiog

is Doe of the most useful, and at the same time

most ahusecl (orms of the science.

r would have it distinctly understood that mind

cannot curt all things, but that under certain coo
l

ditions it cau, and does effect wonderful cures, as

as I have myself proved. I
The chief essential in what is technically known

as lJ!Jsmt treatment apf.-ears to be passivity 00 the

part of the patient.
it naturally is of great assistance if t e patient,

being cognizant of treatment, has faith in Jhe healer's

power to bring him ease, and to disperJe the evil

conditions whkh ~:.trrouod him.
But it is Dot nuessary.

The patient in sam:: cases may be qui e il{1loraot

of the fact that treatment is being adminisiered.

Passivity is the C5sential point. A pJticnt who
- SJ -
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is actively antagonistic to the treatment is hope

less.
Before going into the conditions attached to the

patient, however, r will deal with the necessary
attitude and work of the healer.

Nobody whc lacks power of concentration, and a

good share of that elusiv(. quality ca.lled magnetism,

should dream of taking up Mental Healing at all.

To begin with we must consider what, is the

primary cause of disease; this I have already
explained fully i. my previous chapters, and it is

readily understood that if one person's thcught force

is to act upon the thought force of aoother, that

persoo must be mentally stronger and more

organized than the one who is to be treated.
A thought to have any carrying powl:;r must be

like a clearly-cut cameo, a complete mental picture.

H you will take note of the conditions under which

telepathk messages are received clearly ~Y people
'Nho are not upen'mmting in the matter, you will

find it is invariably under the strain of some intense

emotion, when every faculty of the person who
sends the message is strained, often to breaking
point, up.:>n the subject in hand,

F~w people havt: this habit of visualization, for

most ar~ far too lazy to take the trouble to
acquire it.
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relaxed,
It is not
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It entails the habit of close observjtioD and
attention, the lack of which is the cause of most

cases of bad memory. I
The hcal~r cannot possibly expect anyj results if

he cannot seod a mind picture of health of a COD·

dition absolu/tly opposilt to that whic 10 fact

belongs to the patient. I
To heal meotally you ml.l:it ignore the diseased

condition of the patient, aDd replace tha~ image
with on~ of perfect health.

All Mental Healing is in part due to uggestion,
only in absent healing it is suggestion by telepathy,

so that t.f)e r.lcsired condition is suggested or

affirmed by th~ healer. and all adverse Icooditions

arc to) be put ?o Doe siue and ignored entirely.
Each treatment should last (rom twenty minute...

to half an hour, and the healer will find lit best to

keep regular times for treatment, repeatink it twice
daily, which is enough for mbSt cases.

Presuming the patient is agreeable ar.1 cognizant

of the treatment, it will always c:reate nore im·

pression if a clearly typcrl or written page of
instructions is sent to him,

Your wh"le endeavour is to r'mpru$.
Let the patient lie or recline in an eas

the given time. Every muscle should

and p~rfect ease and cnmfort studied.
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enough to secure bodily relaxation however, the

mind must al!:O relax, and a passive, more or less

51~py condition is the best to be assumed.

Banish all care or thought or ill or worry, do Dot

trouble over anything material, but just feel that

strong and radiant life forces are being infused

into the pain-weary body, and that health will

reign in place of disease.

This is by no meaos so easy to do as it would

appear, but the great thing essential to successful

treatment is to have the patient in a thoroughly

receptive and passive condition. He may even sleep

if he likes, it will not interfere with the treatment

at all.

Then yourself sit in a comfortable chair. for ease

of body produces ease of mind, and call up a

mental vision of your patient. If it is somebody

you have never seen yOll should procure a photo

graph, for it is not easy to treat somebody of

whose very persor.ality you are ignorant.

I may state here, in parenthesis, that it is always

best to treat yourself first of all, and personall}'

I offer up a short prayer asking for help and

p:lwer, and then steadfastly affirm my ability to

heal the sick person.

Calling him by name, my treatmeot runs very

much as follows:-

-

-
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.. So and .ro, I hold you £n the In1"ill Good,

perfed llta/tlt ~'.r yourr, your mind and pod)' (we at

uue, and ALL is well with you. yol, art wdl,

:JIt>u art s/ronr. you are lull 0/ radiant healtlt, and

all 'rs harmony within you. You an ull of lift

force, f)/ flu Divine Being, lunltlt and (1ft d'JJr..;nale

)'rJU. Peau n£gns within you, you art well, you

are per/tel, radiant life." ~
I have always found this short and simple formula

sufficient, and 1 repeat with growing iot nsity until

I can call up my patient before me as it were in

life, and f insist upon the conditioD of health

he enjo}'s.

As I contemplate the mental vision I s]e a stream

of healing magnetism passing from my rain to his

body, enveloping it, bathing it, soothing and healing,

until all the living tissues spring into a~tion. and,

thus stimulated by the magnetism of Jy thought

force, fall to work to complete the w k I have

begun.

To many it is incredible how any bo y caD be

htaled at a distance like this, but the fact remains,

it can be done, and it is done. I
Thought is a more powerful agent .1an many

are willing to admit, but not everybody's taught.

It must be conunt'.Qted, intense, powtr/uli or it will

miss the mark and nothing will result.
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But beyond all. else that habit of" visualization is

ffl()$/ important, a blurred image caD bring no

definite result, thece must be a clear conception of

every detail, (orm, colour, clothes, expression and

50 forth, unless this is obtained nothing will happen.

You must not recognize the disease ir. your

patient, and you must have perfect faith in your

aN/ity to heal, through God,. with your mind.

I th:nk myself that Mental Healing, especially. "
when absent, is the most difficult form of suggestion.

So much depends upon the power of concentration,

for without th~s thoug~t, or suggestion 0>0 the wings

of thought; cannot travel.

All is vibration, and it is, in thc.,case of healing

like this, sympathetic' thought vibration travelling..
through the cosmic force and arousing the slumber-

ing vibratory forces in the sick man.

We cannot' say that sickness is not, that all is

well with him, but we choos~ to IGNORE the evil

condiUon for our own purpose and in order to

arouse the dormant forces to' action.

Success does' not always comc, nor does success

come at once like the touch of a magic wand,

although I have known cases where the improve

ment was almost magical, if not quite so.

The healer must be free from adverse thought

images, and must himself be steeped, literally, with
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the impression of health, or he cannot impress it

upon other~.

Bear in mind that you are treating the SUBJECTIVE

m;;an, not the objective, it is the ego you I re dealing

with rather than the pooy.
. To obtain a given effect it is often better to

uaggerau than to ut:lder·act )'our part, so that you

carry your own conception almost to the point
of _ecstasy..

It is not wise to attempt the sole treatment oC
I

dangerous cases where life is in danger. Jhe healer

may aid the physican, and very power(ull I so, but I

do not copsider that Mental Healing has reached. I
that stage of perfection where drugs 3.nd doctors can

be dispensed with at a crisis.

But _ there are hundreds of cases wh e it can

be useq effectively and alone.

In colds, coughs, rheumatism, constipatjon, gout,

and a host of diseas~ that whilst not serious are

very obstinate,. and ch 1U1t yield so ea~i1y to drugs

as to mind. power and suggestion.

I have po one ?Ccasion cure4; 3. woman who wa,

given up by the doctors at the birth of er child,
I

aod in a fortnight she was quite well, although no

hope had been ,held out for her recover).

This w'as a case which I did not mind u dertakiog

and of which I was very proud,



green meat, oranges and so forth,

pound of Brazil nuts daily are
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But in de:aling with the former diseases I think

it is best to let the patient co·operate.

It is DO use treating a person for constipation if

they continue to lead a sedentary existence with no

exercise, and eating improper diet. Yet constipation,

which is at the root of almost every trouble the

body is heir to, is easily cured by mental treatment,

although I certainly advocate regular exercise and

suitable diet

Brown bread,

whilst half a

excellent.

In healing a case of constipation I always make

a very vivid mental picture of the patient's bowels,

and see them in a perfectly' liquid condition. Not

a very pleasant treatment possibly, but when pro

perly done wonderfully effective.

In curing liver complaints also I generally attack

the bowels also, and place special concentrated

thought upon the liver, gall bladder and so fort~.

From this it will be seen that in curing any

specitic disease it is as well to place special thought

currents at the centre of disturbance, but always

taking care not to recogntze the diseased conditions,

but rather to emphasize and to exaggerate the

condition of health, as in the case of constipa

tion, the exaggerated treatment of the bowels
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actio2' like an aperient and clearing all tl1e refuse
away.

Self·treatment by Mental Science IS 5 Idam a

success.

In the case of an individual who is mer Iy "run

down," and suffering more or less from neurbsthenia,

it can admittedly do marvels, but take t lat same

in acute pain and the power is gone.

It is no use !'aying, "Physicon, h~a/ tlty.u(f," it is

not so ea.sy. for the paifl occupies th l mind,

destroyin~ its power t(.o suggest, and so ve urteo

the best exponent of Mental Therapeutics is glad

enough to hav~ another in to assist him.

This bears out my statement that case (mind

and ease of body are ~ssc:otial to the successful

healer, and without them little can be don~.
Any sudden emotioo will frequently disp,el pain,

but very often the only emotion present is Jhe can

sciousoess of being on the rack, :lnd ,ith this

dominaut the healing forces cannot, as is ea:;i1y

understood, wnrk with the necessary freedom. It is

a pitched battle, :U1d as a rule p<l.in wins, I
00 the other hand, the set det~rmination to

carry on one's work in spite of sickness 101" pain
will very often result in dispelling the pain, and

I
enable one to "keep on going," where other fnlk

would be io bed with a doctor and a ",emAera,ure."
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I've done it very often myself with no ill results,
but I don't advise others to do it, not on my

recommendation at any rate. for it ill a well·koown

maxim that .. one mao may steal a horse whilst

another may not look over the stable) door:' and
whilst I possess the constitution of an ox, others

not so b,lessed might suffer severely for what I
can do with impunity,

But at the same time I hold that will is para

mount when the pain is not too bad to let it

dominate and work its way for the freedom of
the forces. -

-
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SPIRITUAL HEALING

THIS is possibly one of the most intcrest"ng phases

of my subject, next to suggestion, and is in reality

what is known as "Ma~nelic Healing," and in this

chapter I will also give further instru~tions {or

Mag'letic Healing proper. I
I may state at the outset that not everybody is

qualified for this work. Such people rou,t be Dot

only spiritually filled, but must also pdssess U!.e

requisite magnetism for the purpose.

Suffici:nt magnetisr.:l may be to a certain exteot

acquir:d for every-day use, say. but I do jool think

a thoroughly negative per~on with hardly any

magnetism can obtain a supply strong el ough to

effect a cure of any diseac;e.

Those with a knowledge of Palmistry ~il1 easily

judge, for when the Mount of the Moon epcroaches

upon the Mount of Mars (over the Mercury Mount)

on the percus!;ion of the hand, forming a lump
- 61 -



or mount of its own, then you may be sure that

person possesses a plentiful supply, and only needs

teaching how to use it.

Before treai.ment is undertaken the student must

become familiar with the various magnetic and

electric centres of the body.

I will enumerate and classify them c1early:

1,-Psychic ceutre. between the brows.

2.-The principal centre or "pole" of the body,

at the base of the brain.

3.-The bronchial centre, or the throat (front).

4--Pulmonary centre, the upper chest and lungs.

5.-The lower lungs and cardiac centre-centre

seated above the heart

6.-The CC'1tre for stomach, liver, and digestive

argOlns, seated just above the navel.

;.-Vital and generative centres, at the base of

stomach.

S.-Principal magnetic centres, or the palms of

the hands.

g.-Electric centrell. the sale:. of the feet (seldom

used).

Operations alway!; start from "I," when treating

a pa~ient.

It is of course clearly understood that the healer

-
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must be in perfect health, and complete Jaster of
his own will power,

For treatment the healer should first in uee his

own magnetic flow by bdskly rubbing tlk· hands

together, ,ac.d tensing the muscles of hand lad ann,

then relaxing.. Do this three or (oilr times opening

and shutting the hand as the muscles relax and

contract. J

Now place your rir.ht hand at the base of the

patient's brain as described above, holding it Iror quite:

five minutes to allow the magnetic current from your

hand to pass through the entire system. A1 I have

already pointed out, there is a special eeotc for each

organ, but this Doe at the base of the brain is

headquarters.

In treatmeot connection is first set up With head·
I

quarters, then with the centre governiog the organ

which is out of order, and not, be it Doted with the

organ itoelr.

The hand which is used in healing is the principal

magnetic pole of the body, and when hol4iog it to

the base of operation the muscles should be tensed,

d I· h .. . I than a very !! Ig t qUlverlllg movement gl\teo to e

hand, this J may say will follow naturall' 00 the

tensed muscles.

In a healthy person the hand is capable of dis·

charging strong magnetic currents, aud tJe bealer,
F
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by applying his ,band to the centres of another

person, sends this current righ~ through the body,

fo: at these centr.es only can such a charge of

magnetism enter, and having entered, proceed to

vivify the entire system.

Man, in common with most things in nature,

generates an aura,' that is to' say a mist-like

envelope emanates (ro~ his ~Y. invisible to the

physical cye, whicb assumes different forms and,
colours according to the spiritual, mental and

physical condition of the mao.

But there is also 'another aura I:cnowo. as the health, -
aura, or nerve aura, whj~h is connected with health,
conditioos only, it is generated by the nervous

system and, i~ entirely or almost entirely, under the

influence of spirit, and when any derangemellts are

set up in the system it is through this nerve aura

aod the nervous system generally. that the magnetic

forces reach the various organs of the body.

The organs do not become diseased of themselves,

but ooly through a stoppage io the life supply which

is carried to them by the nervous system, and the

moment the full supply of spirit or life force is
intercepted that moment diseased conditions are

set up, the irritation gradually increa~ing, often

affecting the whole system and remaining until the

stoppage is cleared.
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The magnetic and other forces, which not ooly

exist in the blood (as I have described elsewhere),

but are to be fouod freely in the aura urrouoding

every Ih,jng object, are very sensitive to cooditioDS

and emanatioDs from other bodies and are apt to

take these up freely and coovey them through the

entire organism, ~special1y when the per~o chances

to be .tired, unwell, or in a negative, nbo-resisting

condit;oo. j
Thi,;; condition is peculiarly frequent in people

leading sede~tary lives, for they unt 001 I feel tired,
but thr:ir muscles ate flabby from WRot bf use, the

'blood is frequently over-heated fr~m ad improper

or too liberal diet, and they. catch ev!ry disease

afloat, from a cold to measles, or worse.l
That is ~ne reason why I so strongly eeommend

physical culture, because when the musc~es are de-. I
veloped, the whole body fit and braced up, the man

or woman is ~atuml1y in a Positive coddition and

will seldom attract disease or other ndesirable,
conditions, which as a rule only fOl-"ten upon the

negathre or weakly,

By contact with the ::'OOy the he:l.ler immediately

sets up sympathetic action in the necvt;: hura of the
patient, and by the positive and magnetIc power of
~is own aura stimulates the disordered cells and

awakens them to actioa.
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In cases of extreme weakness I do not advise

more than a two minutes' cootact, (or sometimes in

these cases the patier.t is unable to stand the sudden

flow of vitality.

'You can accomplish nothing if you do not use

your will power and concentrate your attentioo upon

the patient 3'Jd the flow of vitality which you wish

to pass through to the patient, for without con·

';entratioD and attention the flow will only pass

through imperfectly, and sometim~5 not at all.

With fiery weak or sensitive persons contact need

not take place at all, and the magndic current may

be projected through the ceotres by will power alone.

However, :13ving by contact (or otherwise) estab

lished rapport with the patkot, remove the hands

from both the base of the brain and also that centre

which answers to the diseased parts of the body,

then, with still tensed muscles, and strongly willing

the magnetic flow from your fingers and hands make

circular passes, starting at the base of the brain,

next over the seat of disease, then to include the

elltire system.
These pass~ begin in a small circle, oot touching

the body, but at a distance of about three inches

away, the sweep of the circle increa.'liog as the other

centres of the hody are gradually taken ioto the

treatment

...

I
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Occasionally you may touch the hands of your

patient, and in very rare instances the fe t, but do

not ever do this last mentioned unless t te patient

is strong enough to bear it
There are two distinct types of patien who will

come under ·yonr control, those who are Down as

magndic, and those who are called l/"""C in
temperament

Magnetic ··people ar~ dark, and as a rule pale (I

am Dot re~erring here to the ql.!:'l.lity ~f animal

magnetism which is often posses-sed alikel by both

types), and generally liverish; electric pp'pte arc
,. dId ... IlaIr, an as a eu e nervous an retiring In ature.

The extremely magnetic temperament is rarely

sensitive, the extremely electric tempe ament is

usually so to a very high deeree.

Between these two lie all the various tempera

ments, that go to make up mar-kind.

In treating the electric t~emperament . ake these

circular passes in a tUnvmlJo"d direction, from the

brain to the heart. .

In treating· tne mog'tiltic temperament reverse the

order of things, the passes should be m~de in an

upward direction, with the .obje<:t of stim lating the

brain centres.
The treatments should vary in time ac ording to

the condition of the patient, and as I h:l.v explained
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different passes must be lISed for th~ magnetic or
electric temperam~nt

In the cue of bronchitis, colds, coughs, etc., it

is best to first treat the entire system, commencing

at the base of the brain, making the passes in
circular direction from the front of the throat,

gradually increasing the circles to take in the
centres of the lungs, heart, stomach and digestive
organs, all of which need stimulating to a greater

state of activity.

The palms of the hands may be treated by
contact for ODe minute, and the treatment finished

by applying your hand at the base of the brain,
or centre 2.

Never place your hand on the top of a patient's
head.

Repeat treatment two or three times a day in

severe cases, but once a day, for twenty minutes,

is sufficient for ordinary cases.

It is always best to have the patient in a warm

room and clad in a very light wrapper during
treatment.

In treating cases of heart disease or palpitation
great care is necessary, on no account must the

healer touch mag.~etic or electric centres, i.t., the

palms of the hands or the soles of the feet.
Send the magnetic vibrations from the base of
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the brain, then make the circular passes close to

the body from ill froot, ov~r the heart tcentre. to
include the pulmonary centre. Treat dail .

In consumption much benefit can be 0 tained by

a persistent following out of this treatmeht. Make

the passes back aod froot, Forst establishj~g contact

as before described, then, after treating the centres

for the lungs, ~o ave: the other centrles of the

body, :.eoding a slighi:. shock of aoout tw~ minutes'
duration through the palms of the hands.!

Treat daily. let the patieot live as much as

possible out of doors, and eat plenty of plain but

nourishing fooC:.

10 the treatment of biliousness and liver, and

kiodred complaint", trouble;] which 115ua Iy attack

magnetic people, the whole system needsIrousing.

Let the patient take a cold bath, .pf one minute's

duration, night arid morning. I
Treat the centres of heart and liver, atld also of

the stomach and digestive organs, the fa mer back

and froat, the latter from the front only.

Contact through the sales of the fee OIay be

established, for OOl; minute oniy, in th e cases.

Place your hand firmly against the n ked feet,

sending a strong current rig:ht through t e body.

Sick headache will take the same treatment as the

above. It is a question of stomach and no head I
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In rheumatism the whole body should be treated,

and th: centres eight and nine, a::gnetic and
elt':tric also.

III cases of rheumatism of the lower limbs, the

hands, stron~ly charged with magnetism, may be

passed along the legs froin thigh to ankle, and

contact with the electric centres be established for

two minutes.

A liberal and regular diet of celery will do much

to rout rheumatism, even in c.h:,ooic cases.

F",r treatment of toothache, Deural~a, and similar

ailmer::ts, the whole body requires treatment, and

the warm hand of the healer may be applied

temporarily to the seat of pain, passes being made

from thence to the base of the brain.

To cure mumps make the circular passt:s over

the b:onciJjal centres, but from t....e back of the

body, and finish up with a general treatment

For lumbago the treatment consists of treating first

the centrt:s of the brain, then establish contact at the

bottom of the spine, and treat further by circular

passes over the back of the body, over centre 6, the

vital centres, etc.

For hysteria treat the whole body in a series of

circ.... lar passes, remembering not 10 to,"n Ihe palms 0/

lite ,'lands or soles of reel, hy;,;terical people are

generally electric and highly nervollS.
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Influenza will usually yield to treatmen admin

istered over the poles of the pulmonary celtres, and

from the magnetic centres, palms of hands.

Treatment should ue given three or four times

daily, and will soon show results if properly

adClinistered.

For eczema and skin diseases generally first tr~at

the entire body, then move the hands i circular

passes very close to, but not touching the body, let

the patient drink magnetized water, and a so bathe

the affected part with some.

To magnetize the water make yasses ov r it in a

shallow vessel, strongly tensing the muscJ of the

arms as you do so.

Great relief will be given almost imme iately in

the case of asthma, by treating the bran hial and

pulmonary centres, from b<lck 'and fr nt, with

magnetic contact of two or three minutes with the

hands, or magnetic centres of the patient.

The general treatment, if persisted in, will act as a

sleeping dr;;,ug-ht, and cure even the worst case,,,; of

insomnia, probably in a period of two, 0 at the

outside, three weeks.

In the treatment of sciatica commence wit contact

at the base of the brain and the end of 'he spinal

column, followed by five minutes' contact JWith the

electric centres (sales of feet) and circul r passes
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from the base of the brain to the centre marked .. 7"

at the begioning of this chapter.
As the success of the treatment depends to a great

extent upon a certain ncn:ous sympathy between

the patient and healer, it is best not to attempt
treatment of such cases where this -sympathy does

Dot exist.
Remember that your vibrations are positive, and

that you must regulate the length of contact and

closeness of the passes by the condition of your

patient, for in cases of extreme weakness your

vigorous magnetism may prove more than the

patient can bear.
AI!?w your invisible helpers in the spirit world

to guide you as to length· of treatment, etc., and
avoid treating those' temperaments which clash with

your own, for you will only harm them.

Above all, always remember the differeoce in the

passes for magnetic and electric patients, electric in
downward circles, magnetic upwards.

"Self-Healing" is not possible by these means,

as caD be readily understood.

-
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HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTIVE EALING

SUGGESTION and Hypnotism llte D~t so v~ closely

lin~ed as ~'o ~ altogether inseparable, (0 I althou~h
you cannot b}'pnotIz.e without s3ggestion you cau

suggest without inducing the hypnotic sleep..
So much publicity has been given to ihe subject

, I
of hypnotism, so many pros aDd CC'"s a1vanced as

to the moral force exerted b)" the hypnotist upon

his subject, and yet even 1JbW doubt still ~emains in

the public mind

Hypnotic force is so peculiar, so apparently
magical, ·but ! hold, as I have always held, that

any subj~t when uMJer hypnosis will rform the

operatoes will ~nJy when it winddu with hi,

OWQ moral tendencies, he will not act against his

conscience. I
A man made to commit a murder under h),poosiJ:

would do so in the natural course of tt1iogs wbes

his volition was entirely under his own con rol.
-15-
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I have seen so many instances of this that I

am personally fully convinced of the truth of my

statement.

However, it is not with this aspect of hypnotism

that I wish to deal just at present, but with its use
as a curative atJu educational agent

Hypnosis cao do away with ancrsthetics, and
hypnotism may be cited as the only cure for

cert~in forms of insanity and certain nervous dis
eases, and that, moreover, such infirmities as bad

habits, bad memory, elc., etc., can be eotir..:=ly

cured by a few treatments.

There are various methods of ioducing the hypnotic

sleep, it is best ~rhap5 to choose the one most
suited to your own requirements. I advise my

readers to buy my shilling manual on the subject

"Practical Hypnotism:'

For the present purpose one of two methods

may be followed.

I must firs.t make it clear that everybody is not

susceptible to hypnotic influence; but quite 7S per
ceoL will be influenced in some degree.

The younger a person is the easier they are to
hypnotize, and the older they grow the more
difficult it becomes. Also, curiously enough, unedu

cated people will be influenced very much more easily
than those who are educated.

-
-
-
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10 dealing with a patient [ strongly disapprove

of the so-called "lUiS."

Very few people are SO easily influenced by sug

gestion as to respond to the.Clc tests. and the con~

sequence is a loss of power over your patient,
through loss of faith.

I refer to the tests' of putting the hands together
and telling the subject h~ :::annat draw them apart.

This probabl}' will fallout as inteoded now and

again, especially in: the case of those mentally weak

or slow of comprehension, but very few ~tllKQtuJ

people will respond to it

Decide promptly if y:"u will hypnotize yOl.:f patient

by mesmerism or fascination. I
If the (ormer, remember that it ffiJly take some

little time before you get him under conti 011 possibly
twtmty minutes or so, but that it is alw ys easier

with each subsequent sittillg.

First of all sit him io a comfortat> e chair,
remember it is never any use trying to Jffect any

mental \:ootrol when the s.ubject is unco,lmrOr1able
bodily.

Now feel his pulse, using a professional manner

whilst so doing, counting the beats nod r normal
conditions. These will probably be fou Id to be

somewhere aoout 72 to the minute.
Theo, standing in front of him, begin to make



contact passes over his forehead and eyes, passing

the fingers lightly from the centre of the temples
outwards, and in the same way over the eyes.

Say to him i~ a clear and commanding voice,

"Look at mel"
Then gaze steadily into his eyes for a moment,

and say in the samt: tone of voice, "Now shut

your eyes I"
Next make downward pa.c:.ses with the hands OpeD,

fingers slightly apart, repenting the pass in such a
manner that, as you bring the hands back again

you do Mt at the ~ame time make an upward pass

which de-magnetizes! bring the hands back in such

a way that they are outsJik the patient and beyond
him. This is not very easy to explain, and really

requires a lesson to make perfectly clear.

After a time you can take his pulse again, if he

is coming UDder the influence it will be distinctly
slower.

You may suggest sleep from time to time, in a

low impressive voice, and DOW and again make

contact passes over forehead or arms.
When he. begil.~ to come under the treatment, you

can make downward cootact passes' from the
shoulder to the hand, a.t the same time suggesting
that his arm ii'l becoming perfectly stiff and that
he cannot move it

-
-
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.When you find that you CaL produce rigidity in
the limbs you can be certain that thd ..tate of

hypnosis b completed, and you may then proceed to

give such suggestions as will .serve to curel either the
disease or the bad habit which is to be treat:d.

A much shorter rr.ethod of inducing JYPOOSiS is

to cau.;~ the patient to look fixedly at a small

metal disc, or better still a revolvio~ mirror,

althot:.~h these last ar~ somewhat expeOSifle to buy.
Hold it in such a I..lQsition that it wi 1 tire the

eyes, at ~ slightly higher elevation than the eye3
themselves, and about one f":..It distant (rem the face.

i\~ you do this sa}' io a j~w and 0I000toooU5

voice, ·.vith 'l:ow enunciatioG:-

.. You are getting sleepier and sleepier, your eye·

lids grow as heavy aJ lead. Your eye·l~s are .so

he::lvy with s!-:ep you c..nnot hold them open any
longer, tncy art closing, closing. You are asleep."

Keep on repeAting this until the eye- ids drop,
then place the dis.:: on one side, make co~ ct passes
over the forehead and .!ye-balb, and dist nt passes

as taught in the mesmeric treatment, but repeating

the formula aU the time.
The deeper the sleep you wish to induce the

longer ~he passes should be continued.
In making suggestions you must always remember

to ignore the conditions you are wishing- to cure.
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For instance, say you arc treating a case of bad

memory.
You wHl Dot say, "Yo"" m&m<Jry is nat bad," but

suggest something after this manner:-

"Your memory is perfect, yOIl can retain anything
you wish to learn. it is stored in your sub~coosciollS

brain and will be remembered when you have need

of it. You have a magoi6eeot memory and it is
entirely your se.yant, you can command it at will."

!n the same way it is Dot very much use to keep

00 insisling upon freedom from pain, in case of

sickn~s. whl:'o the patient is fully cODscious of the

pain and not properly under h,'pnosis, in which case

it is useless, (or the patient':J intelligence, as ex

pressed through the objective brain, refutes the

statement, but as soon as he is completely under

control suggestions should be made in the manner

already Olltlined.

It is out of place here to enter fully into any

elaborate system of suggestion, acd too big a subject

to be more than lightly touched upon in these pages.

There is a whole library of books upon this most

fascinating power of mind, and to these I commend

my readers who may wish to know more.
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PERSONAL MAGNETlS

IN writing this chapter upon the pro r use and

cultivation of the greatest force at man' command,

I want it to be very clearly understood hat this is
I

not only the ct:velopment of a very ruch more

advanced and powerful side of Mental Alfhemy than

that which is commonly understood y Mental

Science,

It embrace:; the realm of occultism, hich, as a

matter of (act, Mental Science pure and simple

barely touches u?On, the one is in fact the use of

magic, the other a comparatively ~'ractical philosophy

which has decidedly limitations.

The limitations to the proper use n magnetism

are caused by man's lack or perseverao e, and the

fact that whoever dabble.. in these t iogs must

expc=ct material revers.~. at an" rote un::1 his

suprern;\cy is established, for the spiJitual world

always otr:::~:1 pointed resistance to the:: 1aring being

who would pierce:: the:: veil. I am not ta'kiDg of the

ordinary forms of personal ma~iletism whIch anybody
- I) _



with perseverance can de\'elop, but of the advanced

03:tages which I am revealing in the following pages.

A resume of the laws and conditions governing

U~:: so-called "phenomena" of Personal Magnetism

may be summarised briefly before going further.

As I have always insisted, the first thing is a

clean, pure, healthy body.

Since the body is continually glVlDg off' a sub

stance which enters intu and acts upon everything it

comes into contact with, it stand:. to reaSOD that

if your body is gi\ring forth rotten emanations of

an undedded nature: from a rotten centre, the

effect, not only upon your affairs in general, but

upon the people with whom you come into daily'

contact, is disastrous.

The WILL has mor~ to do with Personal Mag~

netism than anything, a:ld there is no more

difficult task than attempting to dt;velop a strong

will in a weakly, diseased, or impure body.

The will and the power of the spirit, which is

the pow-:r behind the will, become fogged by

diseased conditions, and the THOUGHT FORMS of

the invalid naturally enough dwell more or less

consi"tently in the realm of pain, which becnmes

the centre of attraction, instead of the realm of

spirit.
1'ersonal Magnetism is a FORCE, it is the trained

-
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will power coocentrated upon wbtever object may

be uodc.r consideration, to thf'.: exclusion of all else,
resulting in such a cooceotratioo of what we will

call HIND-STUFF, that actually the person erci~iog

this power projects his mind pict.'Jre. partly
materialized by the wili, upon the mind of the

person he is dealing with, this results in r partial
" fogging" of the brain, on the part of the
recipient of this thought force, which clouds, or

sweeps over that indivici.ual's mental conditIon, and

causes him to see and to think with the rain of

the adept
It souads delightfully simple. The only ifficulty

it. that before you caD p(.'5sibly exercise thiS power

upon others you must have absolute coo 01 over

yourself--ov.~r every passion, every emotido. THE

MORE COMPLETELY YOU GAIN THIS codtrol the

greater your power. THE' MO'aE \'OU ARE IAT THE

MERCY OF YOL'R FE~LINGS AND PASSIONS THE

LESS YOU CAN INrLUENC~ OTHERS, I
I f you want to develop Personal Magnetism to

this extent you have to work hard. j.'~Jt for n

few days, but fo:, weeks ar.d mo£!~hs-possib~y year.i.
There arz, roughly, t~.-o kinds of ma~eti5m

na:ural and acquired. The" natural" powe~ i I that

influence exe!"ted br a healthy, strong-willea person

when he desires his own way, and by sh r brute
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force gets it, or it is that natural power of (as·

cioatioD found in some people, who by a smile, a

look, a half-sentence, manage to get their own -

way also.

The first case gets it by animal force-the second

by wheedling and Rattery. Generally speaking, both

these instances posses!: health, the basis of crude

will force.

The (U'luired fOrte is different, either of the

above instances may !:treogthen and deepen the

power considerably, for the natural and acquired _

magnetism are relatively like the unharnessed

electricity of the heavens, and the same force

undel the conscious control of man,

The one Rashes across the sky, and is lost; the

other may bear some stately vessel 00 her way,

move ~reat cogines-do that which it is ordered to

do, i'l perfect obedience t,,) the will of man.

Natural animal magnetism is unreliable, but the

acquired force is as capable of gre,l.t results, and

a.:l obedient to the will of its masler, as is the

electricity ucilized by mao, and in the higher forms
it is cap'l.ble of far greater results, undreamt of

even by the majori::y of men.

In these lessons I am going to touch upon

phases of magcetism I have never reached out to

on paper before. I am not writing ror the sensa-
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tion-mongers, and I am quite confident that there

ace a vast number of people who desir power and

influence for other reas..'>ns than mere If-advance-

ment in the material st:lse alone. I
I think the generally acc.cptc:d definition of Per

sonal Magnetism is the ability to fored the other

fellow to do something he doesn't wish-ill your
favour I ADd this is an entirely errOllt Ius view.

Be(o~t; it lx'comes possible for man t.J consciously

project magnetism CIT thought from his body, it is

necessary to have an agent to trans~it the force
from man to the object.

The universal e~her p:nvides this a eot, aDd it

will be net:essary to go into this c3rfully, Nor
do 1 wi:;h stUc.cots who have 21ready had my Look

on Personal Magnetism to skip this P'+' for r am
adding much to the information ecota"ned in that

work.

This ether i.e 3. substance which fills all space

(alt~ough it has been said that the 4 dimension

is void n It has the property of transmitting

atoms by means of vibratious, and it is in this
way light or heat travels from the su~, moon and

distant planets to our earth. I
If thr:re was no substance like the ether to

convey the vibrations of light, they (ould never

reach us.
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'Ne arc Dot at present directly interested in the

scientific explanation of the universal ether, but I

want you to understand that it is a substance at

ooce fluidic and vibratory. That it conveys moie

cutes (the atoms of which any body is composed)

by a series of wave-like motions, through space.

That it impenetrates all sUDstanct-material and
spiritl.lal, :lnd tht it is s::: intensely subtile as to

be invisible to ordinary sight.

That is a rough definition of ether as understood
~o-day by modern scientists.

The ancillnt priests and hierophants of Chaldea

and Egypt, and even of the older dvilizatioo of

the lost cootincnt of Atlantis, uow buried beneath

the waters oj the Atlantic Ocean, to say nothing

of the Indian, Hindoa and Sufi adepts of to.day,

held (orth that this ether is an extremely subtile

(fine invisible) element, agreeing so far with modem

scientists-but beyond this it is the prim",1 fire-life

:md centre of all things.

The etheric currents sweep over the earth in

powerful wayes. from north to south, an irresistible

"force of untold power, with a pressure far greater

than that of the atmosphere. The ether not ooly

sweeps Mler, but Iltroug-lt all matter, and absolutely

impenetrates every substance.

Science, with all her boasted knowledge, can do

-

..



nothing ·.vith this {orce, but the adepts can, and

do use it freely. I
To the @ind, thcu, of the student ether :s an

invisible fire, impenetrating all space ac.d II sub

st;;>,Dee-it is the ONE LIFE, it '::5 the means hereby

he can gain control over the forces of oat r~.

Man i::; composed of body, soul and 51irit, the

ether of the Rosicrucians, or the Atma If Yoga

and Theosophy, have the same three· fold ivision.

1St. Visible fire, corrr-.sponding to the body f mao.

2nd. Invisible astral fire (:;oul). 3ed. Spi,it.
The ether is not only the source of material

atoms, but is also ;he life essence, or the spiritual

force which energises them.

It is even morc than this. it is T E most

powerful force b nature, and man, poor lit Ie puny

man, when he wakes up, and has the co~rage to

conquer his fault.; and develop his WILL, can

CmtMAND this force, and once he has le+nt how

to use it cao obtain at>solute control ever all other

forces of nature. 1
Do not be alarmed, we shall nOf, h ve the

world up-side down yet awhile, for it liS only

amenable to the power of those who arf fit to

command, who have conquered sell as I am going

to teach you to conquer self. I
But the ordinary student will probably ever get
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so far as this, and for the purpose of attammg

ordinary' personal magnetism to the extent of

influencing your own small sphere and of obtaining

success in life, a rairl? easy amount of l>elf·tontrt/I
will suffice; those who wish to go a few steps

further and learn how to practise levitation and

the feat;; performed by the Hindoo and Persian

Fakirs (very erroneously called~ adepu by certain

Americans), have a harder school to go through

and those who desire to become adepts, have the

hardest of all.

You may rest assured of one thing, the only

. power which m.m can exert over Nature's forces

is that of WILL. The only assistance, beyond will

power, the adepts summon to their aid, is the use

of r.:ertain words. These words do not call forth

devils from the vasty deep to perform the miracles,

their power consists in VIllRATlON, which is so

powerful that it can disintegrate matter, or create

dense matter where apparently all was 'laid.

To return to the ether, as I have stated it is

omnipresent, but it forms centres, and, like every

thing el~e, partakes of different forms, according to

the conditions governing.

It is both substance and motion, a perpetual

vibration, and in mtm it becomes what is called

the astral body.

-
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It is not cecessiiry to enter into a eosophical

discussion -or" w~at constitutes the astral ~Y. it is

enough to say that it is formed of et~er, and is

the ethereal double, or counterpart of t e physical

body;" not of mao alone, bur of any living body.

The astral body takes 00 the refiebtions and

results·. of all a man does in his thbught and

material life. Every pllssioo, every erno ion, every

deed of good or evil leaves its mark there, in

undeveloped natures a fearful fec!)rd is stored up.

bui:: as a man develops spiritually, his grows

clearer and purer until the evil f3.Jel out aod

only good remains. I
The thougltt of man, and his consequent actions

are the nrst point for consideration,

At the risk of" creating disbelief in he breasts

of 5arcastic students, 1- am going a Iittlh iota the

realm of th~ unknown (to them). I
It is upon the subject of what are popularly

called lwnen/als. This is of so much jimportaoce

to the student that I must ask your very careful

attention.. .1
ElelMn/alJ are bemgs which fill the un. eue, ready

to prey upon or render service t~ mao. They are
the _'ipirits of the four elements, fire', air earth and

water, but are hardly astral (or etherealize ') men and

women, so much as the forces of nature.
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In glvmg you these lessons I am seeking to

bring you to an idea of UNITY, for ALL IS ONE.

until you realize that truth io your heart you
have a big barrier erected between yourself and

success aleng occult lines.
The great point to remember is that there is

but one primal substacce which manifests itself under

a variety of form!:.
The developed will power of mao has control

over all nature's forces, that the adept, be he

Rosicrucian, Theo!;ophist:. Yogi, Chaldean or 5u6,

has no other weapon.
Mao, as he stands in the physical body, is the

possessor of two ".retJ's"-a higher and a lower

self. I do not want you to get mixed up, nor to

forget that ALL is one-ooc subst~nce in a variety
of forms, because I have to speak of the forms.

The lower self is the animal side of man.

It is constantly creating elementals, which are

really /oral, born of the desires, passions and

emotions of the mao.
There is not' any imagination about this estate.

ment, these e1t;mentals are living forces, they are
formed wherever a centre of energy is ereated, and
the necessary conditions for their existence and

gr~wth are' to be found.
In form they are at first vague and indefinite,
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but as the man feeds them, by encouragement and

by giving w'.\y to the passions they g,'rowl stronger

and more lat, battening upon th.;: being who created

them, uoW, at last, he is their slave. I
These elementals swarm about people, especially

those who give way to evil passions and rocentiOU5
habits. They:· take on ~orrible forms, yet ey lack
intelligence.

The man who has a hot temper and gfves way
I

to it supports an ele!?cntal within is soul

corresponding to thl; temper. Every time he gives

way to a fresh outburst the elemental grow~ a
little..

SQ with e~ery other passion and vice -untruth,

sensu"ality, vanity, lust, fear, sellishnc~s, ha e, envy,
hypocrisy, .jealousy, love of drink-all abr faults,

. in fact. .' I
Every ~hought or 'emotion passing thyugh us

creates. an, image like this-an elemental. If the
emotion is bllt passing, the elemental thus centralized

fades away at' once, but if it is very iniense the

elemental remains, and grows stron~er jith each
repetition of. the emotion. This, of 1:-':lUrse, applies
alike to good and evil emotions, but w erea.9 it
is necessary_ tQ' encourage the good we have to

stamp out the evil.
Your IItouglu acts upon these elemental" fastens
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upon them and helps them to grow, and, as your

thought dwells upon and encourages the emotion,

bestows llpon it the intelligcllce which before it

lacked.

In "The Occult World," Mr. Sinnett, the well·

known Theosophist, writes as follows :-" Every

thought of man, upon being evolved, .passes into

another world aDd becomes aD active entity by

associating itself-coalescing we might term it-with

an elemental-that is to say with one of the semi·

intelligent forces of the kingdoms. It survives as

an active iotelligcnce-a creature of the mind's be·

getting-for a longer or shorter period, proporti?oate

with the original intensity of the central action

which generated :t. Thus, a good thought is per·

petuated as an active beneficent power, an evil oDe

as a maleficent demoll. And so man is continually

peopling his current in space with the offspring or

his rancies. desires, impulses and passions."

You will uncerstand that you now cast off these

beings unc()Osciously. When you become an adept

you cao create these shapes CONSCIOUSLY, with the

idea or making them your servants, nod evolving

beoeficent clHitics. 1 have entered il,to this ex

planation at some len~th, because it has a great

deal to do with Pelsonal Magnetism. You cannot

possibly control another person's mind, much less

-
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butagain,

train up

the forces of nature, until you can control yoursetr,

and the first effort of self-control you ~ake is to

.. overcome the evil with g~d "-to fin lout the
elementals you have given nutriment to, and' to

stamp them DuL Lay bare your soul t yourself,

and discover all that iies there.

These habits, built up during years, chaps, are

not easily dODe away with. 10 fact yaJ will lied

that, like a fire, as you stamp them out it one place
they crop up in another. What you ,ha e to do is

to FIND ANOTt::ER OU rLET FOR THEM.

Remember they are a form of Iife-yqu, as man,

arc their creator-you cannot kill theml you caD

only let them die Ollt.

Emotion is a form of ene:-gy. The mount of

energy you have been expending upqn temper,. )
jealousy, lust, hatred canoot be exterm,nated, but

must be turned to another channel. Your thoughts

are to be controlled by you. will, and yOU replace

thoughts and actions of hatred by those of love

thus finding an outlet for your energy. I
Those of lust by pure luve for some innoceot

object. Those of jealousy b}' trust and faith. Of

anger hy peace and control, etc.

The old devils will crop up again an

you must persistently ignore thc:n an

the new.
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This is the best and ooly way to cootrol SELF.
The: first step yOll have to take before you can;

control others, because all is one, and you are your
self all that others are, tad until you can command

mastery over the part of the t11ft. which is entrusted

to ~rou, you cannot influence a flea.

Impure, sensual and passionate or selfish natures,

the lower self, becomes so dense and coarse it

obscures the etheric Caret".., and instead of radiating
magnetism they r<l.diate the filth which occupies the

throoe in their being.
These animal passions are what Theosophists Ctl.1l

Iol the lower soul," and the lower soul is practically

that part of man which separates the carnal man

from the spiritllal, and until they are overcome

mao cannot reach out to the bighe!', spiritual !lide

of his nature. or use the powers of spirit

Patience and plenty of work will enable you to

gain control over the lower nature within you,

and you are ready to m~ke another step. Do not

regard this work as beyond you, nor think I am

insisting upon s<:lmethinft which is impossible.
The question is-Do you want to attain this PUWlt'

of 11UJg'1Utism held oy the Hindoo adepts of the
East '1 Do you wish to develop into something as

far above the ,Jrdinary man as the stars are ahove
you '1 Do you want to c<Jnuol the forces of nature '1
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Or are you satisfied to e:!.:crt the mock·m goetism

with which America Roods this couotry?

If you want power, real power, you mu t (allow

my teachings. AU the American sr;~ools put to

gether cannot give yOU power over oat re until

you can exert pow.::r over yourself. Con:.: nttation

and magnetic appli3Gces may strengthen y ur will,
but nature will Dot give up ODe of ber 5 crets to

your use uotil you are master. Woul1 J' give a

baby a box of. matches aDd a bottle of ,kerosene
to play with)

In another part of this lesson I have taught

you how the ether has three divisionsl corre

:~nding to the body, soul and spirit of man.
The soul, or ego, is composed of the invisible

astral fire. It can do much to help your develop

ment, but the most important aid is tha of the

spin'" the Divine· Atma within your hea~t This

spirit of God is your temple, your havenl of rest.

It it not an unknown quantity, outside yourself, in

a far·away snmewhere. It is the God within you,

and it is here you will obtain assistance.

The practice is not easy at first, but after a

time you will get into it. Every night y u must

enter into the temple, and by so doing you can

obtaiu all the streo{,,'1.h needed for your work, At

first you will ouly see darkness, but with patlence

•



you will see light. Close your eyes, Dose and ears

with your fingers, by pl?cing the thumbs in the
ears, fore-fingers over the eyes, and middle fingers

to dose the nostrils.

Breathe deeply, removing your finger from one
nostril when you want air, and closing it again

when the lungs are full. Draw all your senses
within. Do Dot let any thought or sensation from

outside enter your brain. Fix your mind on your
hearl, fix your whole being upon it, and contem

plate it in your miud's eye. Persevere, do not give
up because all is darkness, that is but the shadow

of deeds and thoughts which have blackened your

soul. After a few weeks you wili be aware of a

light inside, a radiance which illuminates Y0ur whole
body. As timr: goes 00 this grows in strength,

until one day there: ;! a great llash of lig-ht, you
see tht: flame within your heart, and with the

flame you behold the pure spirit-Gad-or Atma.

That is the HindClo teaching. When you can see
the flame you will have conquereJ the elementals

for, although the Divine Spirit is there always, you
cant.ot ue it whilst any evil entities sl'rround you.

Whether you can see it or not, when you are
assailed by temptation, withdraw yourself into the
temple within your heart, and you will win another

battle.

-

-
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Having explained to you 6rstly,. the nature of

the ether, secondly, the la,,- which demands self

control, thirdly, how to gain that self-:control. I
will proceed to deal with the laws governing the

ethenc fluid, and to teach you how to Imake use
oi it, how to do things accomplished by he adepts.

A condition of health is of course necessary. In

an unhealth)' body the etheric fluid bJcomes so

deranged that an even Row of (orce bannot be

sustained, and in a severe illness all th I force in

the body is often attracted to the bra; , where it

coagulates" and the connection becomes roken, so

that supply is almost stopped.
Thus in severe Hlness, of course, but in ill.health

the same thing o.:c'Jrs 00 a milder sea e. the life

fluid cannot circulate, much dead and <: ete matter
accumuiates in every cell of the body, and an

output of magnetic force is a sheer impossibility.

'Vherever the dher forms into a centre-as in

man-it becomes a magnet, with the !powt"rs of

attraction and repulsion (polarity) conm. n to) phy

sical magnets.

The human ma~et does: not act ufY.l the same

malerial as the lodest.>ne, nr physical agnet, but
it i'l, as yOll can readily understand, rAuch more

powerful in its own way. The human Imagnet i!

only truly powerful when he is masJer of hi!
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passions, he has created himself a second time,

and is "born agair. of the spirit "-r·.e., passes the
boundary of the animal soul.

The magnet proper acts mechanically-th::: man
magnet ;'lcts consciously through his will.

Throughout the entire Universe, balance or

equilibrium i5 preserved by two forces, or two

aspects of the one force. These forces are attrac
tion and repulsion.

The power of a magnet, no matter if it be

human or otherwj5~, is tested, not by the ability it

possesses to attract, but from its power to REPEL.

Right through every form of life these two forces

are dominant.

Equilibrium, or balaDce is the result, but -balance

does not mean rul. It does not meaD eternal

sameness, aDd it is by runniog their heads

this gigantic mistake that the Christian ar:d

Scientists create for themselves untold

because they seek to stop the swing
pendulum, they hold it for a time, and it returns

upon them with a slap in the face, much like a
piece of flicked elastic, only harder.

It is in the knowledge of HOW to make use of

this polarity, that man, having mastered his passions,

acquires the power to master others.
These two opposites give cs heat and cold, day

-
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and night, Jove and hatred, shadow a:ld su shine;

ignorant meo make the fatal mistake of ~essing
more 3uoshine upon sunshine, more passi n on

passion, more hatred upon hatred. They 0rer1oad
the balance and the result is-destruction.

In dealinf{ with people, you need to stud their

temperament, and to play uf> to it I will !giVe :a
detailed description of the shades of temperament

and the appearance of the people, showing you how

to deal with them. You will get your own J....ay in

life more frequently by making people imagrj JIlq
art qpposinr you, than jrOU will by trying to make

them agre:~ with you. The majority of Jen ~
unorganized fools, and the ytise man who Iknows,

and who has control over hir.uelf, can make: t em do
as he desires.

The power within m~.n is limited only by hiS WILL,

but tb~ majority of men hav.: little or no oJganized

will power, and those who have don't know how to

use it

The etheric force j.. the human boaj.", th nature
of whic:l I have described to you, is what at (rac!s or

repels others. The effect of this force-tbis electro

magnetic ether-upon others, creates love 0 hatred,
likes and dislikes.

These sensations-for Jove, etc., are but s osations
-the ordinary man sets up unwittingly. H I creates
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like or dislike, trust or distrust, just so fa.r as his

polarity (positive or negative p~inciple) c1ashe.o; or

coalesces with the polarity of the people with whom

he comes into contact.
Human magnets, like the physical magnet, possess

polarity. The body of man, like all other b:xl.ies

and all other substances, is composed of atoms (I
doo't want to use long words, polarity appli~s simply

to that possessing the property of repulsion and

attraction). Evc.ry atom is in itself a magnet, at
tracting or repulsing the atom next to it, and :0 a

state of continual vibration. In some men all the

~toms appear to be positive, in others "ill negative.

Some attract all, others repulse all. The people
whom everybody likt:s, who attract everyone to them,

are Dot by any means the strongest. Strength of

character is bound to produce repulsion occasionally.

The attractive person who is always sweet, has no
enemies, and never offends anybody, has not the

backbone to be ao indi\'idual, and in your attempt to
master these laws don't make ~he mistake of thinking

that is the eod in view. i
To be magnetically strong you must have such

control over yourself, and ~over the etheric force

within yourself, that you can attract or repel at wilt

-at YOUR WILL, Not according to the likes or dis·
likes of the persons you dea.l with. You can do

•

-
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far more with som~ people by diametrically
. h·· d . 1.1 thopposmg t elT \Tlews aD causing repu SIOO ao

you car. by attracting t~em.

The ordinary mao is a magoet-eithc:- positive

or negative--as natur~ ordains.

You aim at attaining the power (l( CrANGING

YO~lr POL.'\RITY as easily as yOLl change your

clothes. I
The IMAGINATION, directed by the 'TLL, will

aired this change or polarity.

People are apt to mistake the meaninf of the

·word imagination-too apt to define it r:l some·

thing oon.-existeot conceived in the min of mao,

Turn up your dictionary, and you ill find

.. t'mt:g'inn(ion" to mean" the creative (.cul y as ex

hibited in vivid conceptions," a:ld "ao mage in

the mind."

I have gone ioto the subject of the effect of

thought Upoll the ethedc furces. and ~ow these

forces coalesce and become forms, ufficiently

to make: you easily grasp the fact

imagination plays a very prominent par

ability to change your polarity. Every

your body is in a state of continua!

Every atom has it!; poles-positive and

Every thought or every sensation yo

impinge upon your mind will change th

that the

in your

atom in

vibration.
negative.

allow to

se atoms
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so that their positive pole becomes negative, and

vice versd. I don't want to become wearisome on.
this subject.

The ::.::nsation of fear will Faralyse the entire

body, so that the vibrations slow down almost to

a standstill.
IMAGINATION CAN CHANGE THEM TO ANY Dj!;

SIRED POLARITY ,",hen that imagination is backed

by a strong will, and a character trained in the

stem school of self-control.

By the means of altering your polarity you

become not only master of man, but of the forces

of nature. There is DO magic in it-no great
secret-any man can do it who will follow out my

first instruc~ions, and thus gaill self-control.

Set about it as you would set about learning

Greek or Arabic, as a lessoD-3 little to be learnt

day by day until you have mastered it. or course

this is only part of the traini:lg, but it is the

very groundwork.

I daresay you can gaio power over mao by

following that which I am going to teach )'ou

later, but you cannot ever hope to control the
(orces of nature.

And I am giving this lesjon, the result of my

own bitterly won discoveries, to teach you that if

you "aspire to be more than men," there is one

-

-
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path only to be traversed, and that eve little

excursion you make from that path take you
further (r('lm succes',.

Thl: ordinary magnet has two poles- sitive

and negative.

Take two magnets and put :heir resfective

positive poles (N) together, and you get violent

repulsion. Try the two negative poles, ycL get

the same thing. Now put the negative ~le of

one magnet to the positive pole of the Iother,

and ;;\t once you get atiroc::"on. So with people.

But as I have said, the trouble with the mkjority

of people is that they are all attraction br all

repulsion, and lack of equilibrium is the result.

The smallut magnet is p'roperly balanced, bu then
"; ,'" '.,

it obeys, instead of transgressing the law.

Newton discovered the law of gravity-this same

force of attraction and repulsion of which I spea.k

-but it was known hundreds of year!:; befor that

in the East. Long before Newtun was dreamt of,

his discoveries were set forth in the" vedasl" and

in the allegorical poem of "Shirin and Frk€«H" we

get a graphic description of the law. I Jay be

pardoned for quoting the translation, for itIgiVe5

splendidly that which I want to impress UPOj you.

"There is a strong propensity which dances t~rough

every atom, and attracts the minutest partible to
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some peculiar object; search this universe from its

base to its summit, from fire to air, from water to

earth, from all below the moon to all above the

celestial spheres, and thou wilt not find a corpuscle

destitute of that natural :tttractibility."

Consistcnc,V is Dot always the keynot.e of success.
The man who is always consistent has not the

power of adaptability; he may be positive, but he

cao only deal with one section of life-the negative,

..The Rock of Gibraltar is always there, people

cease ,.~o remark upon it, but the wind and weather

change, and behold, they are more talked about than

the greatest of kings and statesmen. I don't mean

you to be like a weather-cock-but you must change

with the times-and in dealing with MEN you must

be half-a-dozen weathcr·cocks.

The sun draws and repels at the same time. You

must do the same.

When. two people meet, and fall violently in love,

or violently dislike each other, or if they violently

quarrel, the force of the conflicting sen~iments creates

an explosion in the ether. Very like a thunder-clap,

so far as cause is concerned, only nois,::!ess.

The result is not as a ruie beneficial to the chief

actors, it upsets their internal economy, produces

headache, lethargy, etc., but they do not know why.

To be powerful, all actioo upon the universal ether

..
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must be sudden, but until you have self-coetrol

(which inc;'.1des concentration) you do not ~ssess the

neces~ary force within yourself, for viOlentjlove and

tC.7Iper. like a high (ever, are sensations fo,ced upon

y"u, not sought by you, and the consequent loss of

steep, appetite and possibly derangemdt of the

digestive organs, only serve to show the truth of

this slatement.

When it comes to the question of exercising will

power (assuming that you have acquired ome will

to exercise), there is another very importapt faculty

to be taken into consideration-it is that 0 imagil'la.
tion, of which I have already spoken. Imagination
as an aid to the student is beyond measur vaiuable,

b«:ause imagination is simply the power 01 the soul

to absorb the reflections and images contai cd in the

universal ether. By imagination you can act upon

the imagination of others. And your .Y~I1, acting
throu~h your imagination, imprints itself up,on THEIR
imagination, aDd c('nverts their imaginatio to yonr

will.

Obserle th~ process carefully. It i, your WILL

which is the chief factor, but it requires the c/olJ:inr
provided by the imagination, which form material
from tile universal ether and proje<:t' it upon the
other mau's imaginatiofl, without referen e to hi,

will, lhis la~t remaining pedectly qUiescdnt This
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imagination is pla!~ic. and assimilates your "will

picture," all tl;,e time perfectly unccnsciou~ that any

thing but his own mind is concerned. The more
lurid your imagination, aDd the longer you can hold

on to the" wiU.picturc," the stronger your power.
The secret of magnetism is here revealed. The

currents act in obedience to will, aided by the
imagination, which the will holds until it! images

bb:ome dense aod maurialize.

The next consideration :5 hard, to inftllcnce people.

I ','IilI repeat that the man who is impure and who
has neither love for hUI..,anity. nor a goed end in

view, CANNOT 1"OUCH Nature's (orces, aod can only
influence his fellow-men to his own undoing. These
things arc not t.o be tampered with, and woe to the

man who attempts it I

The knowledee of human nature and the various
(orm:; of positive or negative is very necessary. To

the student a description of these types will be a
neces5ity. Before going on to particular cases, the

gmeral rule' laid down are as follows :-People may
ae di',ided up into three types generally-magnetic,

electric, and magnet-electric or vital. The magnetic
people nrc dark, oft:en sallow. They like to have

t\:.cir own way, and not to be bothered, they want to
rule without the trouble of ruling. In dealing with

these people it is well to humour them, to let them

-
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1M"" they lead. But, when you want your own tray

with them, OPPOSE the thing you want th m to do,

and they will take it up and defend the use with

vigour. They are sleepy, but .!Jleepicg fi~ dcgmatie,

bad.tempc.red, hei0l: D~a.rly always "li~'Sb'" and
they always, wisn to do the thing opposed' in fact,

opposil (00 !.'l the only pole to stir them up ith.

Next we get electric people. They a.~ rule are

fair, sometiu.es ha\-"c fr~sh colour, more often are pale.

They are excitablt" cervcus, ea'iily influenc They
'.7i11 take advice, .:k.: some one to lear; 00 and yet

wili nev-::r be still. They a1war-" want to doing

something, t~ey sel~om acb1eve mud., for th nearly

always go throurl, the mark, and DO mi'!!! the eff~t

aimed at. Be strOLlg with these peoPle,1 suggest

gently what you v.ant them !:o do, Dot as y,0ur own

thought, but 8.5 if it :lad emanated fro[\') ~ed" attract

them strongly.

Then there ace the vital people. Of all c 10urDgs.

with fresh complexions. pleD;Y ::If life ::md vitality.

more repose, y~t i:iving the idea of I..ten power.

Good h~.'1lth characterizes these ::cople, b t there

i ~ often mlll::h of the (Ulimal in them. If you

have eyes to see you can see tb~ and iD~ this

applies 1,:; most of the t'./pes. Somr.: arc "ti1id as ~

mouse, small, dark, or very fair people. nervfs, they

are very like a mouse in many ways. .l.f au clul
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with them on the basis of their own polarity you

will fail with them. You must become cat, pounce

upor. them as it were, anJ you are master. Always

remember that you caD adjust your polarity, an~ that

YOU must be the strongest magnet of the two.

The following detailed descriptions will be also

an aid.

Whilst there ml-J' be l')ther types, these enumer

ated givt: nearly all those we come into contact with.

To each description I give the key of polarity and

method of influencing.

A fairly tall body, 5trotlg frame, long face, bushy

eyebrows, generally dark, but sometimes '.I(ry light

eyes, sallow (r swarthy c;kin. These people arc

ambitious, impulsive, irritable, must rule at any price,

combative to exces,. Treat them by opposition, i.e.,
repei, yet allow them to lead, or think they are

leading. They will genelally do the exact opposite

tl) your suggestions. They are mental and positive.

A fairiy stout, thick.set body, short !leek, seldom

above middle height, broad forehead, nose and

mouth .vide, r;omplexi')n muddy, :lr swarthy, hair

either Jark and curling, or sandy, inclined to red,

eyes general!y blue, ofter. with light ladies, but

SOMETIMES dark. They" are patient, plodding, ambi·

tiou~. self-willed, can be stubborn to exces~, some

times lazy, \ney like to be relieved of trouble, but
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need a certain amount of opposition. T e sandy·

haired species in particular always wants a ythiog he

caonot get. They are magnetic. I
A tall, or medium h~jght, slender body, ~azel eyes,

oval face, dear skin, sometimes pale, dark or light
I

hair, quick in action and speech, nervous, inconstant,

"brainy," restless, distrL3t:ful. selfis'n, not ~\'er.affec.
tiooate. You will suc,:eed with these.: people quite as
frequently by attraction as by fl.ny other mdam·. Let

them talk to you, soothe them, but once you get a

statement from them, act a[ once. They re rather

difficult to ma,lage, being so changeable. Electric.

People of moderate stature, upper par at body

large, rouLd fat (ace, pale complexion, gencrally light

brown hair, small grey eyes. These people ~raw fr9m

c..thers, they are persistent, fairly self-reHan!, untruth

ful, love to feel important. Strong attraction should

be used with thesc pC0ple, Rud a certain amount of

flattery. Never trust these women. They lare incon

stancy and vanity persoo;fied. They are ve~ dectric

People of big stature, broad shoulder~, Ilarg(: pro

minent eyes, ruddy complexion, fair hair, or with the

same characteristics, but smaller and dJker, grey

eyes, rather long facc, prominent features, r6ddy com

plexion: these are the most difficult t1 influence

They are self-controlled, arc just, conscientious,

courageous, impuisive aod very powerful. The only
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way to inRuence them is through their feelings. You

<:annot touch tlIeir rei',soo, hut you can their heart

Act througb the symr:.J.thies. They are vital.
People gen~ally of middle ht:.ight, slender, long

faces, 'olue eyes, golden or flaxen hair. grow wrinkled

early. These people have spl('odid business capacity,
are practical, intuitive, and bave good judgment.

Very clean and neat in appearance, destructive. in

ventive, food "f s?Cculation. They will as a rule
take in everybody's tiloughts. By gentle att,./Ution
you can make them do most things, but do not

drive tho:m. Too much opp"sition will make them
shut up at OD..::e. These peop!lo: clre electric.

Twn description.! again of a similar nature; people
taU, slender, fair, oval face, blue eyC!o, gold or flaxen

hair, perfect or almost periect complexions. Shorter,

much stouter, hair possibly ~ shade or two darker,
otherwise the same. These people are selfish, affec

tionate, demoustrative, lover!' of life and beauty, fond

of ease, lazy, and easily influenced, unless it is for
anythin~ likely to upset their comfort, they are very

refined, are electric. People of medium stature, dark

pale skins, dark hair, very dark (often very fine) eyes,
generally a thick neck. Some women of this clasc;

are singularly beautiful, they are passionate, material,
determined and persistent, jealous, not over-tender or

!.Crupulous, and tit", magnetic. Opposition alone will
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influence them, and they l!..uch prefer doin what

they are out wanted to. Magnet.::: and positive.
Tal! people, wei! made, good featurC"S, fine ! ark or

huel eyes, Iig~t brown hair or reci, often cle~ ruddy
complexion, eye; arc gene:ally prominent; so etimes

these: peof'le are much smaller, still the same charac
teristics. They are '.'C"ry ..ctive, restl::ss, kind- earted,

fond of animals, always going t('l extremes, oPfOsitio.>n
overcome!' them at once, an:! they will go hho the

depths ~.,f despair at the smell of trouble. ~o deal

with them use ati>'7Ution, and be very optia::eiC in
your words and manner. They are negative anr vital.

A short stature, not very ..... ~11 made, pale thif (aces,
thin brown hair. :mm'.;timu dark, sometimes hi eyes.

These peopk are ~c1fish, practica1, cool-head ,arc:

gocd teachers, they are deep thinkers, de er ill

busines:s, and not easiiy dauilted. Strong ~t action
will infiuence them, but not to t oreasonable hings.

Negative and e1edric.

People of tall or middle stature, well built hazel

eyes, often light hai:-, sometimes R:l7~en, sOrIlftimes
Jigbtl brown, pale complexion as a rule, sombtimes

almost swarthy, good feature<;, orten good·:tking.
They are either very weak or very stronghl you
look at the chin ..nd mouth you can -asily judge
which-they are kind-heal ted, discriminating, n rYOUS,

sensitive to a fault, quick-temper..:d, "hrainy, and
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adaptable. Material, unti; aroused, then very much the

other way. Attraction, strong attraction, will generally

influence them best, they will take other people's

ideas almost greedily j occasionally, whea dealing ",,'ith

the !'tronger nature opposition will do most Are

both negative and p,;sitive.

Thick·~d people with large, pale fleshy face, light

browil or flaxen hair j obstinate, inclined to worry,

over-anxious ;'.nd restless, inclined to duplicity, s("nsi·

tive, lacking self-reliance. Dealing with them is easy,

use attraction, flattery, but do nut arouse their natural

obstinacy. They are always asking advice, and some·

times take it. They are electric and negative.

If you have 10s~ a person's love the only way to

regain it is by REPULSION, not by attraction. A man

came to me saying he could not gain the love of his

wife, although he adored her to distraction, and had

done so fN thirteen year.i;. I-Ie wanted a love philtte= I

I told him he must practise co/dllt:ss towards her, I

told him he ,'{Quid gain nothing by acting ,t, he must

work himself up into a condition of BELIEVING

himself really indifferent to her. He thanked me and

went aft Two days later he came in again to say

he had won. For the first time in their thirteen

years cf married life she had asked him to give her

a kis~, and tried to make friellds! 'l'here is the

whole law I have been giving you in practice, it may

..
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attraction.

Who are the women most admired? NGt the

pretty doll who rutls after meo. Il. is the fUrt-not

that J admire her. I simply take her M 1\1 ev.mple

of power, she need not be heautiful, but equilibrium

is maintained. She is never all hot, norj all cold.

she is uncertain, keeps the balance swafOi £rom
positive to negative, noW' she attracts, D W repe1l.

TIuJJ is the secret of ber power.

So with all thiog3 througbout nature. 1swine 01
the pendulum from positive to negative, am good
to evil, from sorrow to joy is in equal tio, theN
cannot be all sorrow aod 00 joy, to some these fall

in rapid succession, but in the long beat f Saturn

the passage from posith"e to negative is low, and

neither joy nor sorrow f~l suddenly.

All great public movements follow the . me rote.

Actioo is followed by re-actioo, and you strength

lies in knowing when either will come, rod (rom

what dire<:tion. Suppos:ng that for man! yf.an •
certain custom has held sway-the belie io beD

as an instance. Somewhere in America. omebod,.

started the idea that there was 00 such thing u

hell or similar evils. The great' WrorJkI aod

Schopenhauer had already asserted the 'are tbiDJ

and so had others, but they were ABOVE die people.
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The American movement reached the masses. Every

day it gathers force, and even the Church js being

swept away along with the: tide, and her great men
openly preach the new religion.

So if you wnuld' succeed, look around you, step

out of the beaten track, work up a great action, or

come sweeping jn triumphant with a re-action-which

you may start going. But do not rnistake the time.

For if you struggle a~ainst the sweepinir force of an
onward movement (before it has exhausted itselQ,
you court annihilation.

This rule may be applied to anything, to any
business. (t is inexorable, uncnangeable. Knowing

this it r~ts with you to choose the right moment

In any sphere, religious, sodal, political, financial,
commercial, this law operates, and the man of genius,

who stands out in the history of the world, is he

who sweeps in with the incoming tide, who gauges
accurately the moment when the (orce of any move

ment is expending itself, and who prepares a

CONTRARY movement for the return of the pendulum.

After licentiousness, severity, after heat, cold_ Look
back through the annals of history of any country,
and you will realize the truth of this statement.

Many people think contact necet.sary for the
transfer of magnetism. So it is for the tyro who
has no Will-power or magnetism to speak of, for his
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f.oble efforts cannot 'ravcrse space '0 the diS.ince of
a few feet even, but to those who practise magnetism

as I teach it here neither contact nor even propin
quity :5 needed. The adept does DOt recogniv: space.

to him it is Don-existent In gaining will-po' er do
not make the mistake of overdoiilg it The law of

polarity applies here as elsewhere, if you inteid your

will in one direction ALWAYS it becomes i"]potent,

vary your interests, come down from your ~destal

DOW and again. Intelligent concentration is different.

To always run in the same Hoe of thought is not

concentration, but a species of mania.

In my books and other lessons I have specially

rererred to the necessity (or a healthy body, and

given certain exercises along the lines of ~hysica1
culture to ensure the sa'.Jle. Although I am tdealing

with a much higher form of magnetise DOW, jet me
impress upon you oat to attempt any wiJl-effort, such

as I have described, if you possess a weaklYr puny,

or diseased body. To do SO would be to invite

illness, for the will-effort would, vulgarly Sr..aking,

"bust up" the body. Follow the simple pb)"ical
practices I advise in .. Concentration," and live •

healthy life, neitlter all work nor all flay I
I have already explained to you how thcu"ght actl- ,

upon the ether, and how sudden emotions caU forth

an etheric explosion. This is oftco harmful ecau~
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spontaneous, but whe~ you have learnt to control
your thoughts and pasnioDs, to overcome the chaotic

shadow, originally created lU elemental" aDd to re·
place them with (orms of thought which are perfect.
then you are in a position to consciously caus-e a

sImilar explosion, with a definite object in view.
When you went your will-power to perform any

thiug, and to produce some definite effect upon the

ether, or upon man (or the purpose of settin, io

motion ma20ctic or etheric substaDc~ you will find

that by quite suddenly contracting your thout;ht

upon the object, whatever it may be, so perfectly

that you leave 00 room for the mind to dwell upon
anythiug else, you will accomplish whatever you fI!!I'

desire. The possii.tility of Caiiure must not be ad·

mitted even for an icstant The mind must, in fact,
be completely ab30rbed in the idea of performing

the determination strongly taken and 6rmly relied

00. You must practise this from time to time, and

you will be able to exert more and more power as

you get on.
The fact that your will-power can be so developed

that you can actually m..terialize your thought, to.
such perfection that other people can SEE that which
you picture, is not any exaggeration but an absolute

fact The Hiodoo Fa.kirs can produce these illusions,
woode;rful sc:enCl, person,. objects. are produced at will.
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Nothing but perseverance and continua practice

cao c.:nable you to do this. It i, as wenl to begin

with any simple object-a flor/er for iostance. You
think uf a primros;:. It at once creates a cert:a1l
form and colour in your mind. New if you can

hang 00 to that thcugbt long enough, u (or teo

minutes, to the exclusion of all nth.:r thoughts.

shuUio,", them out as I have exp};uoed above, the

picture you form )x,COl.1lCS dC[jse, it do es itself

from the surrounding ethe., and you caD roject it

upon the mind of aooL;"er person, and he will .see
OBJECTiVELY the vision which exists 001 in yuur

subjective mind.

Not Doe mao i:l a miliioD 3t freseot ca hold 00

to one tb?ugtt for O:JC miaute-exclusive14-but by

continually practising it you wiH become mrter. and

you can produce Howers, snakes, scencl)'l even a

number of people as 00 a stage-at will This is
the secret of the" illusions" of the Hiodoo.

It is practically a coagulatiQn of mind·stufl' in the

ether, which, obedient to the will of mjl as!lumCl

the formation of his thoughL Once the will ~as

been strengthened and the thought trai ed, thoe

images can be created almost instaotaneo !Ily.

Finally, the law which govern!l levitatiod-i.l'., the

power of drawing a hypnotised person from the

earth until he is suspended in the air like a balloon
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or a bird-is almost as simple once you possess the
will·power.

'though this does not come, properly, under the
heading of magnetism, I am dealing with it because
t::QD:>iderable interest has arisen on the subject.

Hypnotise yO:Jr man. Then, with your hands, make

drawing passes over the body, and from the body to

yourself, drawing it up. and. WITH 7QUR WILL. make
the atmosphere and etheric substance beneath him

dense,. so that he rises with it, and in answer to your

will. It is not any use attempting this. feat until

you can create illusions at will. For the ordinary

man couldn't produce the phenomena in a pi~ce of

paper, much less a heavy body. It is caused almost
entirely by the action of the will upon the et-,cric

fluid.
You must prepare the man by making the Mdy

cataleptic, as in ordinary hypnotism. Give Him

suggestions. and will that he shall become light.
The whole matter turns upon the fact that his bbdy

is impermeated with ether. This ether, obedient to

your will. disintegrates. the body becomes lil;:ht, and
your powerful magnetism draws it, as easily as the
wind draws a leaf.

Finally, I may say that SllCCesS in tife depends
upon the acquirement of this power. The will which

can make the forces of Nature obedient to its
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command has no need to seek (or wealth-be can
command it, (or ALL (orces in Nature wilt anJwer to

your will, and all substances. T.hat you caonbt, and

will not, misuse wealth when it comes, I knt]w-(or
the power which I teach and describe is oot ielded

to the gross and re16sh.

This powl"'r o( magnetism :::an overcome 11 ob·

stades, wherever you may go, (or your WI1m ha.s
become invincible.

This is the wh:.Jle so::ret A serene will, a pure,
affectionate, and unselfish heart, mastery ~O( the

emotions, perseverance, ilnd you have al your
weapons to your hand.

I
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"'as a rcmarkable man ....ho fought Ih1rd [or "the greatest of causes," and suffer
ed years of imprisOMlCnt for his opinions.

Sane of the Contents: Chap. I - Definitions - Time, Place, Circumstances,
Identity o[ Jesus Christ of Nazareth/Geography of l'alcstine; Chap, II - Tie
Christian and Pagan Creeds coll<ltcd ...UIC Apostle's Creed, a Forgery, ,lnQul'flce
that it is n Pngall Docunmt nppl ied to Christian I\lrpases _..Cha..''}. I I I - State
of l!catren h'orld; Crop. IV - The state of JC"'suTIley plagiari:ed Pag:m fables
into their pretended divi.ne thcology(rruth of Judaism not essentinl to truth
of Christi<lnitytrhl:: Ph:Lrises/&"'lLU..lcees/Cabbala/JC'W5 had no notion o( ill1oor
talitr of soul; "'hile IleatheliS had more practic:1..I f<lith therein tlw1\ any Chris
tians of present day; Chap. V - State of Philosophy/Gnostici5lll-5ystcrns of
philosophy; Chap. VI - ,\<!missions of OIrist.inn h'1'iters/Christian fr<luds/Chris
tian scriptuTCs not in hands of lait}', .•Christitmity and Paganism hardly dis
tinguish.."'lble ..•chams, visions, spc.llsj Ch<lp. Vll - Of the Essencs or Thera
peuts!F.\'cT}'thing of Christianity is of Egyptian origin/Thc forgel)' of the gas
pe I <lscribed to mongrel JC\>'s; Ol:lp. VII J The Chri st i::lll scriptures, ooctri nes,
discipline. and (lcclesiasticnl pOlity, loan anterior to the period assigned as
that of the birth of OlriSt; Chap. JX . Of Philo ami his t(lstirony; Olap. X 
He dem:mstrntion absolute that the monks o( Egypt "'Cre the <luthors of the gos
pelSuAlcmndria the cradJe of Christianity, Chap. XI - Corroborations of the
evidence arising fran the a<bissions of Eusebius, in the new Test<llltcnt itself
- Tie Ol:lpters to to XLV I/ith Append.lx, Sane of the chapter headings: Confes
sions of the forgel)' of the gospds, by Faustus; Hercules and Jcsu~ Christ;
i\donisullords of our EllStcm h)'mIl used at festh'al of the Adooia, The 1000'stical
S<lcrifice of PhoeniciansuA dr:lft of the whole Christian systc.~; C\lrishna of
ttE Brahr.lills, the original JCSIIS r:hrist. .. thc ,\bsolute identity of Olrisrula
<llld Christ; The Eleusini:m ~I}'stel'ies entirely the same as the ChrLstian 5:1(
r=ent of the &!pper; AppendixhContnining :1Jl ~ICcollnt of the Y<lrlOLlS kn~'Il i,I,S,
copies o[ the NOh' Test<llnmt ...Variotls versions, Greek editions, and transla
[ions, of the r>:C\o: Testammt •.. Faise representations.,.Ihtes of rei~'1IS of the
Roman B:!;>crors ...i\a:nes and orders of the succession of the Olristian fathers
and Iioretics •..Ecclesiasticnl Historians and CIlU11cils •..l\U:nerical extent of
Christiar!ity ...etc. 50010. O[ the h'Onling is <l bit dip, hut rc<ldable. TIlis is ~

a most rcrorkable book, bringing out t:lan). truths selda:! re\'ealed regarding the
Bible. It is a r.lUst for the stlldent of co:r.parative religion and the Bible stu-
dent and srould be in the liln'ary of e<lch and every teacher. S2S,llll

ARAIIJI.A: '11IE Ull'INi QJEST By A. J. O:1\'.is (IS67) 403 pages (facsimile of the
first edition) Containing A Ik:w Collection of GoSI~ls--This volume is, to sane
extont, a continuatioo of the author's autobiogr<iphy entitled TUE P.AGJC STAPF.
It ca.,tains a faithful Tecm'd of experiences \.,.hich, it is bcIiewd, arc for
morc ropNlcell~atille than cxception<ll. "A nch' collcction of living Gospels,
revised and corrected and ccrnpared with the originals, is herein presented to _
the h"Orld," -- The author in his preface. Index to the Gospels-..conuiliS In
spir<ltions {rom the Follcn..-ing 1\cw Saints: St. R1SJUS, St. MClU.l, St. Confucius,
St. Siamer, St. 5ytus, St. Gabriel, St. John, St. Pneuma, St. Jwoos, St. Genit,
St. Treodoro, St, Octavius, St. Samuel, St. I:Uza, St. \1mIa, St, Rnlph, St.
Asaph, St. Mary, St. Selden, St. Lotta. Thi!; is an valuable addition to the
spiritualism titles by this famous author h'hich 1."0'\'0 reprinted in facsimile.
spir<ll binding. 12.50

(,\sl; for 11 COOlplete l.isting of Works by Andrew Jackson Davis)
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CLAIRVOYANCE, CRYSTAL GAZING, NEDIUHSHlP. GHOSTS,
PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES, DREAHS. SPIRITUAL1sN TITLES
- Published in facsimile, light cardbolrd covers .•HEALTH RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 70, MOKELUMNf HILL,
CALIFORNIA 95245 - Sold Via ~lail Only t He Have No
Store. Add $2.50 (minimum) Postage & HIndling
(+ SOC per book more than 2). Califern a Customers
must include 6.25% (Dr current) sales tax.

CRYSTAL GAZING - Its History and pract1ce - By
Northcote H. Thomas - 162 ills. pag s. $6.00

CRYSTAL GAZING AND CLAIRVOYANCE - By J hn
Melville (1910) 98 ills. pages. $4.00

THE MYSTIC TEST BOOK OF THE HINDU DeCU T
CHAl-lEERS - Dr. L. W. DeLaurence - 7 p. $7.00

MASTER KEY TO PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT - Del a
Samadhi - 152 pages.

HOW TO DEVELOP PSYCHIC POWER - Rev. Fr
A. Thomas - 98 pages.

A BRIEF COURSE IN MEDIUMSHIP By Khei ( os i-
crucian) 79 pages. $3.00

CLAIRVOYANCE - J. C. F. Grumbine (1899 116
pages. $5.00

GHOSTS I HAVE SEEN & Other Psychic Exp rit'nces
- By Violet Tweedale (1919) 312 pa~s,

Introduction by a deep student of psychi"
phenomena. Miss Tweedale gives a f3ftual
report of actual experiences by a bfrn
psychic of unquestionable integrit1_and
credibility. She moved in the highjst '
levels of British society. Several of her
anecdotes deal with members of Roy lty in
her intimate, familiar terms. $6.50

NEDIUNSHIP AND ITS LAWS - Hudson Tutt e (1900)
186 pages - Its Cultivation & Cond·tions$6.00

THE LIFE AFTER DEATH And How Theosoph Un-
veils It - C. W. Leadbeater, 58 sm pg. $3.00

INVISIBLE HELPERS - C. W. Leadbeater 45
mimeo. pages, 8~ x 11.

THE DEVACHANIC PLANE - C. W. Leadbcat
102 small pages.

THE ASTRAL PLANE - C. W. Leadbeater - 100
small pages, facsimile.

THE UNFOLDMENT OF HAN - Ida Hingle - 7
Mimeo. pages, 8~ xii.
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CLAIRVOYANCE - C.W . Leadbeater - 62 mimeo.
pages, 8~ x 11. $4.00

STRANGE VISITORS: By The Spirits of Irving,
Willis, Thackeray, Bronte. Richter. Byron.
Humboldt. Hawthorne, Wesley, Browning and
others - Now Dwelling in the Spirit World.
Dictated Through A Clairvoyant (1869)
250 pages, spirals. $9.00

THUS HAVE I HEARD - Geoffrey Hodson (1928) $4.00
GHOST LAND - Emma Hardinge Britten (1897)

356 pages - A Classic.
tiHY WE ARE HERE By Gloria Lee (1959) 183

pages. Hany customers have asked permis
sion to make foreign translations of this
amazing book. $8.50

~MN'S LIFE ON EARTH & IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLDS
- Rudolf Steiner - Mimeographed. $4.50

YOUR INVISIBLE POWER - Genevieve Behrend -
92 pages. $4.00

GONE WEST - Three Narratives of After-Death
Experiences Communicated Through the Hed
iumship of J. S. 1'1. Ward, B.A. (1920) $8.50

THE SEVEN RAYS OF DEVELOPMENT - A. H. Ward
- 30 mimeographed pages.

SECRETS OF THE HIHALAYAN HOUNTAIN MASTERS
- By Yogi Wassan (1927) 413 pages.

HOW TO ENTER THE SILENCE - Helen Rhodes
Walalce (1920) 194 pages.

JUST HOW TO WAKE THE SOLAR PLEXUS 
Towne (1097) 29 pages.

THE SOLAR PLEXUS OR ABDOMINAL BRAIN
Q. Dumont (1918) 64 small pages.

WHAT ~UUCES A MASTER? - By Harriet Luella
HcCollum (932) facsimile, 8~ x 11. $8.00

SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BODY - By Id~

Hingle (1936) 353 indo pages. fac. $15.00
ANSWERS TO EVER RECURRING QUESTIONS From The

People - By Andrew Jackson Davis - 417
indexed pages, spiral binding.

THE PATHWAY TO SPIRITUAL ~~STERY - Pheobe
l-larie Holmes - 38 pages.

$2.50 Postage & Handling; 6.25% Tax in California



THE PICTORIAL KEY TO THE TA~OT

8y Arthur Edwnrd Waite
S9.00

This rare volume. long out of print, W35 originall printed in London
in 1911 with 78 plates and ]40 pages, illustrating the Greater and Les8er
Arcana. from designs by Pamela Cole~n S~lth.

We have republished this in facsimile, spiral bound, light c:lrdboard
cover... j

Arthur Wnite and Pamela Coleman Sml,th an., members f the occult
Oreer of the golden Da.T.. Mr. Waite wna 0 Xnson; Pamel was highly clair
voyant lind produced under I.'aite's guidance. n work of ftt. '\rthut I.:aite
recol:UllCnds the T"rot <lnd the Tarot C::Irds as a help In feep IIIcditlltion.
**Note: The Tarot Cards are NOT l~CLUDED with the book

The author states that "the first wdter who aade j"ovn the fnct
of the (Tarot) carda vas the archeologist Count de Ceh lin. who, just
p~ior to the French Revolution. occupied several years in the publica
tion of his Monde PriDitif, vhich extended to nine qual to volu~e~. He
was a leorned man of his epoch, n high-grade Hason. lIy an accident of
thing9, he became IItqualnted with the Tnrot when It ",a quiu unkno\J!l
in PlIris, lind at once conteived that it V.1S the reclIlan s of nn Eg)'ptian
book. He !:IlIde inquiries concerning it nnd nscertalncd hat it Willi In
circulation over n considerable part of Europe - Spnln Itnly, Cermany
and the South of france. It was in use as a gace of chfnce or skill,
after the ordinary =anner of playing-cards; he ascerta ned further ho~

the snce vas played. But it was in use also for the ht&her purpose of
divination or fortune-telling, nnd with the help of R learned friend
he discovered the significance Rttributed to the tardll together with
the cethod of arrnnr,elllent adopted for this purpose,"

I 
It -

Part
Part

CO~TENTS OF THE BOOK
Preface - An e>tplll1l.1tion of the personal kind - An II ustrotion frolll

mystic literature. A lIubject which calls to be rescucd
li~its lind intention of the work.

~~: ~:~~r~:~ ~:~i~~~;sV:iih~ i~:O~a~:tH~~,o;~c~:~'Tradi_
tion. Conclusion as to the Creatcr Kcys.

Part 111 - The Out~r Method of the OraCles - Distincti n between the
Greater nnd Leaser Arcana. The Le6ser Arc:ln , otherwise.
the Four Suits of Tnrot Cards. The Greatcr rcana and their
Oivinltory Meanings. So~e Additional Mcanln s of the Lesser
Arcana. The Recurrance of Cllrds In llealinl\. Th~ Art of
Tarot Divlnlltlon. The ~lcthod of Re:lding by e<lns of Thlrty
five cards. An Ancient Celtic Method of Olvtnatlon. An
Alternative Method of Reading the Tarot C:lrps.

BIBLiOGRAPHY - A Concise 8ibliography of the chlef vor s den ling with
the Tarot and its connections •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••
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LIVI~G FIRE, COO'S LAV OF LIrE 0 HISTORY or THE B 5LE (DECODED)
By Prof. Hilton Ilotem.n

$1.00
Living Water Is mentioned often in the BHlle, :lnd ire comes In

for itll shllre of notice. The eliot eric tellchingt> of thll Madent Mysterieo
revealed to the neophyte what the Living Fire actual I is, llnd how man
~y cultivate it within hi~self, - this being the rell purpose of Init
iation. It was the eovlution of the fire Philosophy t t l"d to the
discovery of the great Truths vhich solved the nature f Life and the
constitution of ~n. Learn that ~~n is the fla=e-born ~o~ of the Living
Flre, thrown off aB a Spark from the Wheel of Life. W thin hiw burns
that flame, and before itll aItrlr must bow the lower m. , a fnithful
servant of the higher.

You will be <I~nzed vhen you learn the true origl
from this amazing (olio by Hotenl/l. 1)5 pages, mimeogr

IU;'\LTli RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 70, HOKr.LUM~E lULL, CA



NUMEROLOGY
Titles Published by Health Research, P.O. Box 70, Mokelul:lne Hill, C,\
95245. Pleas,", Add $2,50 Handling (:1inimum + 50c per book more than 2).
Ca.lHornia Residents Also tncludc 6.25% (or current) sales tnx.
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NUMEROLOGY ~ Its Pr~ctical Application to Life - By Clifford W.
Chl!3sley (1916) BO pngt:'s, facsimile, Hght cnrdbonrd covers. $Lo.OO

WI~T'S IN YOUR NA~E? - The Science of Letters & Numbers - By
ClIfford W. Chensley - 105 pllges, fncsil:lile. 3.50

IlERMETIC SCIENCE Ot" MOTION MW NUt-mER - A Course o( Private Lesson:;
by Dr. A. S. Raleigh, LlIte Official Scribe of The lleT/aetic Bro~

therhood. 6881 x II !!limeo. pnges. Author lmolro worldwide. 6.00
NATURE'S SYMPHONY Or, Lessons In Number Vibration - By Mrs. L. Dow

Balliett (1911). These lessons bring you n system of nlll:lbers that
Is as accurate nnd as scientific as the s)'stem of cusicni harmony
in use todfly. Founded upon the digit numbcrs from I to 9. 127
pflges, incsimile, spirnl binding.

THE DAY Of WISDO:1 According to Nu::o.ber \'lbration - By Mrs. L, Dolo'
B(llliett (1917) 189 pnges, f(lcsimUe, spirnls.

1I0W TO ,\TTAIN SIlCCl';SS THROUGH TIlE STRENGTII 01' VIBRATION OF NUMBERS
(Knolro as VIBIV\TlON) By ~trs. l.. Dow Balliett (1913) 7th Ed. 
81 page~, facsimile, ~pirais.

NUMEROLOGY UI' TO DATE - A Key to 'tour Fate - By Karen ,\daml! (1925)
6Lo pages, facsimile.

NUMEROLOGY b VIBRATION - By Joe Shelby Riley, M.D. b Mrs. L. Dolo'
Balliett {I959l LoO mimeographed, 81 x 11 apges.

f;UMERAL PHILOSOPHY - The! A.'I in NU"'bers - By t\lbert Christy
Guide to Higher Spirltunl Attaim::ent. 3D puges, f:lcsi"'ile.

TilE NUMERAL WORDS - Their Origin, Meaning, History and Lessons
~lclius DeVUUers, M.A., LL.B. ~ Sometime Chief Justice of
Orang!! Free State (1923) facs1::llle.

NA.'1ES, DATES Al':D NUMBERS - What They Mean to You - By Dr. Roy Page
WllIton (1914) 86 pages, facsll'lUe.

TilE SCIENCE OF NU~lEROLOGY THROUGH THE LAW OF VIBRATION - By John C.
L:lurie. Thousands of copies of the cioth bound book ~l!re sold.
Many groups are using this as a text on numurology. 75 81 x 11
pages, mimeographed.

TilE PlliLOSOPIlY OF NU~IBERS - By Mrs. l.. Do.... Balliett (1908) 7th Ed.
- l68 pages, spiral bound, facsi~ile.

:iOUIW ANP NUMIII'.R - ~l(lbel L. Ahrnnd - 128 pnges, Indexed, f(lcsimlle.
YOUR DESTINY IN YOUR NA.'IE - By Edna Purdy WaIgh (19]1) Numerology

- 59 s=ll pages, facsimile.
THE MYSTERY liND SlGNlFICMlCE OF NUMBERS - A Remarkable Book - by

C. ~1. Kelland - 56 pages, facsimile.
THE HIDDEN MYSTERIES Of NUMBERS - Shiekh Habeeb Ah::lad - 59 small

pages, fllcsi",Ue, spirals,
~lYSTERIES OF SOUND /\NO NUHIIEIl - Shtekh Habeeb Ahmad - 89 pages,

facsimiie, spirals.
X'\''1ES AND TIlEIR NUMBERS - Mabel I.. Ahmad - 72 pages, f:lcsil:lil".
(0 UNVEILED - The Theory of the Origin of Numbers by Bozena

Brydlova (1922) 90 8~ x II puges, spirals (Photocopy)
TilE lli\GIC SEVEN - By Lida A. Churchill - 88 small pages, f.1C.
TliE SIGNIFICANCE OF lIIRTllllAYS - W. J. Colville - fncsimile
TIlE KOYAL RO,\D - ,\ Study I,n Sncred Numbers & Symbols (Tarot) (l951)

iacsimile, 252 pages, spirals.
~UMEROLOGY - ~alcolm Madison - 24 8! x 11 pages, photocopy
NU:1BI'.IlS ~~D 4ETTEKS Or 32 Vaths to Wisdom by Margaret B. Peeke

105 pages, facsimiie, spirals.
YOUK FORTUNE IN YOUR N~~E - By Sepharial - 96 pnges, facsimile.
CATAl.OGUE '2-A (refundable coupon enclosed) Occult, l:letaphysical.


